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Abstract
The idea of lab-on-a-chip systems is to integrate all necessary functions
to perform bio-chemical analyses onto a single device. After almost two
decades of research, however, the number of available platforms that unite
the key functions - microfluidic handling, bio-chemical processes and detec-
tion - is negligible. It is widely accepted that microtechnology has shown its
feasibility in the field of biology and chemistry. The circumstance that re-
search mainly focuses on single functions and phenomena, however, results
in incompatibilities of materials and fabrication processes and prevents a
higher degree of integration. Further, a trend towards single-use devices is
evident necessitating economic production, i.e., polymer mass fabrication.
Consequently, the development of new approaches, which can be realized
using these mass fabrication methods rather than relying on conventional
MEMS technology is required.
This work presents the effort to develop components that fulfil all re-
quirements to establish a complete µTAS platform. New elements were
developed and new fabrication methods were investigated.
A novel check valve, that, apart from a superior diodicity, also has tun-
able properties, was invented. Furthermore, a micropump was realized uti-
lizing these check valves and offering good performance. Additionally, sim-
plifying fluidic handling on the chip level, a new active valve principle was
developed, showing promising results.
New methods to fabricate polymer-based optical waveguides allow mass
production in addition to simple integration and ensure furthermore ex-
cellent transmission of the waveguides in the VIS range. Combined with
integrated optical components, detection on chips was optimized.
All components were designed considering potential fabrication methods.
The option to be able to produce devices using economic fabrication was
accommodated as well as the possibility for rapid prototyping. Various
techniques, e.g. micromilling or molding, were applied and investigated.
Bonding methods were compared, characterized and optimized to achieve
easy assembly. Finally, newly developed fluidic interconnections represent a
simple method to package microfluidic devices.
The achieved results allow to combine the individual components and
offer a highly flexible toolbox for microfluidic applications that shows the
potential for development of stand-alone lab-on-a-chip systems.
Resume´ (in Danish)
Ideen bag Lab-on-a-chip systemer er at integrere alle nødvendige funk-
tioner for udførelsen af en komplet biokemisk analyse i et enkelt apparat.
Efter næsten to a˚rtiers forskning er antallet af tilgængelige teknologier der
kombinerer de forskellige kerne funktioner, s˚asom mikrofluid h˚andtering,
processering og detektion, stadig meget begrænset. Det er alment kendt at
mikroteknologi har vist sin berettigelse inden for biologi og kemi, men da
forskningen hovedsageligt fokuserer p˚a enkelte funktioner eller fænomener,
løses problemer med inkompatible materiale- og fabrikationsprocesser ikke,
hvilket forhindrer en højere grad af integration. Derudover er der et stort
behov for engangsanalyser, hvilket nødvendiggør udvikling af billige produk-
tionsteknikker, s˚asom massefremstilling i plastik. Derfor er det nødvendigt
at udvikle nye massefremtillingsmetoder, som alternativ til den traditionelle
MEMS fabrikationsteknologi.
Denne rapport beskriver bestræbelserne p˚a at udvikle komponenter der
opfylder kravene til en komplet µTAS platform. Nye elementer blev udviklet
og nye fremstillingsmetoder blev undersøgt.
En ny form for variabel passiv ventil med meget gode diode egenskaber
blev udviklet og disse blev brugt i en effektiv mikropumpe. Derudover blev
et nyt aktivt ventil princip opfundet, som baseres p˚a en simplificering af den
mikrofluide væskeh˚andtering p˚a chip niveau.
Udvikling af alternative massefabrikationsmetoder til integrerede planare
bølgeleder som er transparente i hele det visuelle spektrum er beskrevet.
Disse blev kombineret med andre optiske komponenter for at muliggøre de-
tektion p˚a chippen.
Alle komponenter blev designet med massefremstilling og hurtig proto-
typefremstilling for øje, for at kunne holde komponentprisen og udvikling-
somkostningerne nede. Diverse teknikker, s˚asom mikrofræsning og støbning
blev ligeledes undersøgt og forskellige bondemetoder blev sammenlignet for
at opn˚a en effektiv chip produktion. Derudover blev der udviklet en metode
til effektivt at forbinde chippen til omverdenen ved hjælp af sma˚ rør brugt
som væske tilslutninger.
De opn˚aede resultater kan ses som en værktøjskasse der gør os I stand
til at kombinere de forskellige delkomponenter for at realisere et funktions-
dygtigt lab-on-a-chip system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Since the idea of an integrated chemical laboratory was created in the early
1990s [1], research groups have put a lot of effort into the attempt to scale
down a bio-chemical laboratory to the size of a chip. Motivated by the
fast growing computer chip industry, which gained success from repeated
miniaturization, the aim was to design a device that included all neces-
sary components to perform bio-chemical analyses. While in conventional
laboratories specialized equipment is used to perform single analysis steps,
lap-on-a-chip systems accomplish all these functions in a small portable unit.
Analysis can be performed close to the location where it is required. Hence,
transportation of samples to the laboratory is not necessary anymore. Thus,
micro-total-analysis-systems (µTAS) bring detection close to the customer
and render specialized equipment or personnel redundant. Another aspect
of miniaturization is the reduction of sample and reagent volume, which, on
the one hand, increases the efficiency, and, on the other hand, also reduces
costs. Portability facilitates the possibility of continuous monitoring. Offer-
ing a wide variety of potential applications these systems can, for instance,
remain in the environment in a self-sustaining manner to log environmental
data, or can be worn attached to the human body while monitoring medical
parameters.
Now, almost two decades later, micro-total-analysis-systems that fulfill
all these requirements are far from being standard devices. In an ongoing
process, research groups concentrate either on the development of individual
components for lab-on-a-chip systems, such as micropumps [2,3], valves [4],
separation mechanisms [5] or miniaturized optical components [6] or on the
advancement of fabrication technologies [7–9]. The many principles invoked
and the different technologies applied, however, have so far prevented the
components from being combined and a fully integrated platform from be-
ing developed. The reason for that can, on the one hand, be seen in the
5
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incompatibility of fabrication techniques or materials. Instead, a trend to-
wards hybrid devices became apparent where individual functional elements
were connected instead of integrating them into a single chip. On the other
hand, however, high integration often increased complexity, which can lead
to failure and increases the costs. A balance between the necessary grade of
integration and its benefits compared to a less integrated devices has to be
found.
Although a completely integrated platform is still missing, many phe-
nomena have been investigated and a range of principles were developed
applying the individual components to actually perform analyses on the
chip level. In various research branches, as, for instance, in cellomics [10],
proteomics [11, 12], biochemical analysis [13, 14] or in chemical microreac-
tors [15], miniaturized devices offer superiority in comparison to conven-
tional analytical methods and equipment. These modules, however, do not
yet fully realize the idea of small portable devices, but, in fact, still require
a surrounding laboratory environment for connection, feed and control pur-
poses.
1.2 The Aim of this Work
The aim of this work is to provide the necessary components to realize an
integrated micro total analysis system. A µTAS basically requires four func-
tions, namely sample pretreatment, fluidic handling, detection and electronic
control [16]. Since fluidic handling and detection can be seen as core func-
tions and usually generate the most challenges this work focuses on these
two.
Developing isolated elements that fulfill single functions and combining
them in the next iteration, is certainly a good strategy. However, the goal is
not to build a hybrid device, with several discrete elements connected and
working together next to each other, but instead to develop a design and
fabrication rationale towards monolithic systems. Therefore, it is advanta-
geous to develop various principles using the same fabrication methods and
to decide in good time, which fabrication methods can be combined and are
compatible.
The demand for single-use devices in the life sciences further necessi-
tates economic production and bio-compatibility of materials and devices.
Conventional techniques [17, 18], adapted from the area of micro-electro-
mechanical-systems (MEMS), are thus more and more substituted by poly-
mer microfabrication [19–21], which provides the possibility of mass produc-
tion. Once a design is determined, it can be reproduced in large numbers,
which, next to cost reduction, also makes parallel or high throughput anal-
yses possible. Furthermore, a number of polymer machining techniques can
be employed as rapid prototyping methods, which allow fast design changes
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at low costs, a feature especially interesting in the research and development
field. However, due to the different properties MEMS materials and poly-
mers possess, it is not possible to directly transfer neither commonly used
principles nor fabrication methods. In fact, novel concepts have to be de-
veloped to achieve the required functionality and newly invented processes
must be applied for fabrication. Since the high precision of cleanroom pro-
cesses is not available using conventional polymer machining, the design and
fabrication of microdevices that are produced with these technologies while
still offering the required capabilities represent quite a challenge.
Optical detection methods are widely used in chemical analysis systems.
The development of integrated optical elements based on the use of poly-
mer fabrication technologies is one issue that is highlighted in this thesis.
Furthermore, the challenges of integrated optical elements, such as high
coupling or propagation losses, have to be addressed properly.
Fluidic handling includes passive elements such as microfluidic chan-
nels or check valves, and active elements as, for instance, active valves and
micropumps. To establish a monolithically integrated device, all these com-
ponents have to be developed with respect to compatibility and the least
complex design in order to alleviate the combination of the individual ele-
ments.
Another aspect of microfluidic systems is packaging, such as fluidic inter-
connections that allow to interface the chip with the outside world. Although
packaging is not directly related to integration, it is an important element
on the path to a complete system and, hence, has to be considered.
1.3 Structure of this Thesis
The methods and components developed in this work range from polymer
fabrication, such as bonding, casting or micromilling, over optical wave-
guiding structures and fluidic interconnections to active components, such
as microvalves and pumps. The great individuality of the covered research
fields requires dedicated chapters, which each contain an introduction with
a literature overview, a part that describes the fabrication, and a result sec-
tion. In order to summarize and discuss future approaches, a conclusion and
an outlook are added to each chapter. It has to be noted, however, that all
chapters have to be seen as part of the overall striving for integrateability
and simplified fabrication.
At the start of this project, the main effort was put into the optimiza-
tion of an ammonia detection device with integrated polymer-based wave-
guides. Here, the focus was the integration of optical elements to optimize
the incoupling of the light into the on-chip absorbance cell, as described
in Ch. (5). Further progress was made with the development of a novel
fabrication method for polymer-based optical waveguides. Here, another fo-
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cus was put on the extended wavelength region where the waveguides were
transparent, as shown in Ch. (6).
The development of fluidic handling components represents another as-
pect of this work. Beginning with the characterization of a novel passive
valve principle (Ch. (2)), this valve was then applied to a micropump de-
sign (Ch. (3)). The issues within microfluidics were completed with the
presentation of an active valve design, whose working principle was proven
(Ch. (4)).
The need for packaging and interconnections was present during the
entire project and the development and optimization of a tube connector
(Ch. (8)) as well as investigations on bonding methods (Ch. (7)) were thus
conducted in parallel.
During the last year of the work, a newly started project was joined
aiming to analyze protein structures using a combination of microfluidics
and small angle x-ray scattering methods, as mentioned in Ch. (9). This
project allowed to apply various techniques developed during the earlier part
of the PhD period and also represents an application that greatly benefits
from integration.
Chapter 2
Passive Microvalves
2.1 Introduction
The purpose of a check valve is to allow a fluid to flow in one direction
(forward direction) while preventing its flow in the backward direction. This
rectifying feature, that is not unlike a diode in electronics, can directly be
used in microfluidic channels to handle liquids.
Already since the early days of microsystem engineering, microfluidics
played a major role in this field. Controlling the flow in fluidic microsys-
tems is one of the main issues and micropumps and microvalves are its key
elements [4, 22].
The demand for single-use devices, for instance in the life sciences,
is increasing. However, microfluidic components fabricated with conven-
tional MEMS technologies often require multiple step fabrication processes
in cleanroom environments. Therefore, microvalve components as essential
elements of these devices have so far often represented a barrier, not only
from the technological but also from the economical point of view.
Although many different principles have been utilized to develop mi-
crovalves, almost all of these realizations have in common that they have
been developed isolated from other functional elements focusing just on the
valve issue or on the valve as a component on a micropump. Very rarely has
the integrational aspect been highlighted. In lab-on-a-chip devices, where
various functions are combined, it is important, however, to consider the
compatibility of the individual fabrication methods and materials.
In this work, we present a novel valve approach that allows easy integra-
tion and compatibility with other components used in microfluidic devices.
The principle can be applied to a great choice of different materials and
requires only a few fabrication steps. Additionally, conventional polymer
fabrication methods can be used and ensure fast and economical produc-
tion. The developed valve further allows the combination of a check valve’s
rectifying properties with the possibility to actively control the flow rate in
9
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the forward (open) direction.
2.2 State of the Art
It is far beyond the scope of this work to give a complete overview of all
existing valve principles applied to microtechnology. A brief comparison to
existing devices, however, is helpful to understand the purpose of the ap-
proach presented in this work. A recent review on microvalves was published
by Kwang and Chong [4].
The number of journal articles on microvalves has almost constanly been
increasing since the early 1990, as Fig. (2.1) shows.
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Figure 2.1: The number of publications is the sum of hits on ”mi-
crovalve” and ”microvalves” (article database service, Technical
Knowledge Center of Denmark). The first mentioning of a mi-
crovalve was found for the year 1979. The rightmost column rep-
resents the number of papers published in 2006 until August.
Microvalves can be divided into passive and active microvalves whereof
the latter will be discussed in Ch. (4). A further common division of passive
microvalves is to group them into valves containing mechanical and non
mechanical parts [4].
A different way to classify microvalves is according to their fabrication
methods and the materials they are fabricated in. As mentioned above, a
large number of microvalves were developed using MEMS technologies. Due
to the thin film capabilities of these technologies, a common approach was
to fabricate membrane or flap valves, as for instance presented in [23–25].
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Although considerable efforts have been made to establish polymers instead
of silicon or glass, the fabrication methods were still mainly dependent on
cleanroom processes [26–28]. Miniaturizing valve principles from the macro
world led for example to micro ball valves [29], and variations of this principle
that use mobile inline structures [30, 31]. Alternative fabrication methods,
such as molding, casting and the use of adhesives, were reported in [32–34].
While the use of elastomer membranes as functional elements were applied
to active valves [35, 36] (see Ch. (4) for further details) no work could be
found that utilizes elastomers in check valves.
2.3 Design and fabrication
The principle of the valve is depicted in Fig. (4.1). Between two rigid sub-
strates (PMMA) an elastomer membrane (PDMS) is clamped. The membrane
is provided with an incision (without removing material) using a custom-
made tool. This slit is centered over a cavity, which is fabricated into
the lower substrate. Applying a pressure from the top allows the mem-
brane to expand into the cavity, which results in an opening of the incision
(Fig. (4.1)a). The geometry of the upper substrate prevents the membrane
to expand if pressure is applied from the bottom and therefore inhibits
flow in the other direction (Fig. (4.1)b). To support this effect, the fluidic
through-hole in the upper structure is moved off-center with respect to the
slit.
PMMA
a) b)
elastic
membrane
incisionthrough-hole
connectortube
expansion cavity
Figure 2.2: Working principle of the valve: an elastomer membrane
is clamped between two rigid polymer substrates. A cavity in the
bottom substrate allows the membrane to deflect, which results in
an expansion of the slit (a). The off-center through-hole in the top
substrate prevents the membrane to deflect if a pressure is applied
from the bottom (b).
As mentioned above, the valve consists of an elastic membrane that
is embedded between two polymer substrates. In this work, as substrate
material polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) was used, which was structured
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using micromilling and -drilling.
The expansion cavity was fabricated by milling perpendicularly 200µm
into the material using a ball-end milling tool. The diameter of the achieved
cavity was 800µm. The through-holes in the center of the cavity and in the
top substrate were drilled with a 100µm drill-bit. The connection holes in
both substrates had a diameter of 800µm and were also drilled. Thin-wall
metal (OD 900µm) tubes were pressed into the connector holes and ensured
sealing without support of any adhesive.
The valve membranes were fabricated by spin-coating PDMS (Sylgaard
184, Dow Corning) onto PMMA slides and curing them for two hours at
60◦C. In this work, membranes with thicknesses between 40 and 70µm
were used, that were realized following the pre-established speed-thickness
relationship shown in Fig. (2.3).
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Figure 2.3: The graph shows the membrane thickness that is
achieved at different spinning speeds.
A custom-made tool was used to create the incision. The tool consisted
of a short piece of spring wire cut from a spring that was sharpened at one
end (see Fig. (2.4)). The wire was fixed by simply sticking it into a short
teflon rod with the not grinded end. Three different tools with diameters
between 250 and 800µm were fabricated to produce different slit lengths.
The teflon rod was then fit into a collet and attached to the milling machine.
Placing the PMMA slide with the cured PDMS layer onto the x-y stage of
the milling machine the tip of the tool was aligned to the PDMS surface.
With a fixed spindle (to prevent rotation) the tip was moved down a defined
distance along the z-axis, according to the thickness of the PDMS layer.
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teflonrod500 µm
collet
sharpened tip
Figure 2.4: The picture shows the
tip of a custom-made 250µm stencil
tool to fabricate the slit. As material
spring wire was cut from a spring and
grinded to achieve a sharp tip. The
wire was then fixed by simply stick-
ing it into a teflon rod that fit into a
milling-tool collet.
slit
300 µm
perimeter of cavity
Figure 2.5: The membrane was
placed onto the structured substrate
centering the incision to the cavity’s
perimeter. A soap-water solution was
used to wet the the contact area to
ease the alignment procedure. After
evaporation of the water, the mem-
branes stuck to the PMMA, which
prevented unintended displacement.
This method ensured reproducible slit geometries and allowed furthermore
an automatic slit fabrication.
Subsequently, a scalpel was used to manually cut around the slit to ob-
tain membrane pieces with sizes of ≈ 7mm × 7mm. The membranes were
then placed onto the structured PMMA plate that contained the expansion
cavity centering the slit with respect to the cavity’s perimeter using a mi-
croscope for optical inspection. To allow easy positioning of the PDMS the
surface of the valve seat was wetted with a drop of soap-water. After evap-
oration of the soap-water the membrane stuck to the PMMA surface and
allowed movement of the valve without changing the position of the mem-
brane.
2.4 Theory
A microvalve for integration into bio-chemical microsystems should be small
in size, have a small dead volume and a good diodicity. One parameter to
characterize a passive valve is its opening or critical pressure, which is defined
by the pressure that is needed to establish a flow through the valve.
In the case of the valve presented here, its membrane has to expand to
establish a flow through the incision. The membrane’s deflection therefore
has a major impact on the flow. Based on the theory of thin plates, the
correlation between the applied pressure and the center deflection dcenter of
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a circular thin membrane is [37]:
dcenter = 0.662rm 3
√
prm
Etm
. (2.1)
with p the applied pressure, rm the radius and tm the thickness of the
membrane and E Young’s modulus. Eq. (2.1) is valid for large deflections.
If the deflection becomes larger than approximately half the membrane
thickness, strain occurs inside the membrane and the so-called direct stress
cannot be ignored [37]. The incision in the valves’s membrane, however,
prevents this direct stress to a certain extent. Hence, the equation can only
give an estimation of the real deflection.
a)
d
center
a
c)
r
m
a
b)
l
s
w
s
2
Figure 2.6: The center slit width is obtained by applying simple
geometric relations.
The expansion of the membrane results in an opening of the incision.
Fig. (2.6)a and Fig. (2.6)b show a cross-sectional and top view sketch of
the opened valve. To determine the maximum width of the slit a linear
deflection of the membrane was assumed, as sketched in Fig. (2.6)c. The
center slit width ws can then be derived from the deflection dcenter by simple
geometric relations:
w = rm − a = rm −
√
r2m − d2center (2.2)
with rm the radius of the membrane and a as displayed in Fig. (2.6)c.
To estimate the fluidic resistance of the slit another simplification has
been made: a rectangular geometry was assumed, as depicted in Fig. (2.7).
The fluidic resistance for a rectangular channel profile is
Rfl =
12ηtm
lsw3s
, (2.3)
with η the dynamic viscosity of water, ls the slit length and ws the slit
width.
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a) b)
ws
Figure 2.7: The real shape of the slit was transformed to a rectan-
gular geometry with the slit’s length and width as side lengths.
The flow rate Q can then be obtained by:
Q =
p
Rfl
=
plsw
3
s
12ηtm
(2.4)
To estimate the error that occurs assuming a rectangular slit geometry,
the difference in fluidic resistance Rfl of the two forms were determined.
Formula (2) of the Tas et al. paper [38] is used as basis and is here repeated
as
R =
2fReLµ
D2hA
, (2.5)
where f is the Fanning friction factor, L is channel length, µ the viscosity
of the liquid, Dh is the hydrodynamic diameter and A the cross sectional
area.
The ratio between two forms is given by
Rm
Rr
=
D2rAr
D2mAm
, (2.6)
where Rm is for the rectangular slit form and Rr signifies the rounded slit
form. The general hydraulic diameter Dh is given by
Dh =
4A
U
, (2.7)
where U is the wetted perimeter. Therefore we find the ratio as
Rm
Rr
=
A3rU
2
m
A3mU
2
r
, (2.8)
To find the perimeter and the area for the rounded form, some arithmetic
is necessary, as described in the next section.
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2.4.1 Rounded Form
The rounded form can be calculated with a circle segment and a right angle
triangle to
r =
1
4
(w +
l2
w
) (2.9)
with r in mm.
Half the opening angle α/2 can be calculated from the right triangle as
sin
α
2
=
2
w
l +
l
w
. (2.10)
The segment of the circle can be used to calculate half the cross sectional
area and is given by
A = r2(x− sinx), (2.11)
where x is the opening angle in rad and r is from Eq. (2.9).
The wetted perimeter Ur is calculated from the arc and is
Ur = 2rx. (2.12)
2.4.2 Ratio
To estimate the error depending on the slit geometry, the applied pressures
were used, ranging between p = 1.3 and 7.4 kPa. From these pressure dif-
ferences we calculated the corresponding large deflections (Eq. (2.1)) ds and
then plotted the ratio in dependence on the deflection as seen in Fig. (2.8).
The figure shows, that the fluidic resistance for the rounded slit form is
about 3 times larger than for the rectangular slit form.
2.4.3 Influence of Stress
The novelty compared to common check valves is the use of an elastic ma-
terial as membrane. Clamping this membrane between two rigid substrates
leads to deformation of the membrane, which influences its deflection be-
havior and therefore the fluidic resistance of the valve.
Applying a stress σ to a membrane with a thickness tm, as depicted in
Fig. (2.9)a results in negative normal strain ε. Stress and normal strain are
related by:
−ε = ∆tm
tm
=
σ
E
. (2.13)
Due to the incompressibility of the elastomer, the decrease of the thick-
ness comes along with an increase of the width of the membrane, the lateral
strain εl.
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Figure 2.8: The graph shows the ratio of the fluidic resistances,
when the membrane is deflected with actual measured pressure
differences. The made error, when using the rectangular slit form
is ≈ 30%, compared to the rounded slit form. The opening angle
was α = 10.9 ◦ and the area was A = 0.0039mm2, both for the
largest deflection.
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(Normal) strain and lateral strain are related by
εl = −νε, (2.14)
with ν Poisson’s ratio.
Applying the stress locally, e.g. using an annular load as shown in
Fig. (2.9)b, results in bulging of the membrane. Thus, reduction of the
membrane thickness at the area of applied stress not only increases the mem-
brane width (lateral strain) but also its thickness in the center of the ring
load (positive normal strain). As mentioned above, the membrane thickness
has a great impact on the pressure that is needed to deflect the membrane.
Hence, it is necessary to consider the force that is used to clamp the mem-
brane between the two layers. However, more importantly, the applied stress
can be used to actively control the behavior of the membrane.
tm
tm
wm
D
w /2mDa)
b)
s
ss
Figure 2.9: a) a uniform load is applied to the elastic membrane
and resulting in negative normal strain (reduction of thickness) and
lateral strain (increase of width). b) an annular load, on the other
hand, results in bulging or positive normal strain in the center of
the ring in addition to the lateral strain.
2.5 Experiments
To open the valve and enable flow, a certain pressure is required. The con-
striction of the flow, the opening pressure and, if open, the valve’s resistance
in the forward direction should be minimized. On the other hand, flow in
the backward direction should be prevented. In this section, the influence of
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the membrane thickness, the slit length and the applied stress on the open-
ing pressure are investigated. Additionally, the influence of the slit length
and the eccentricity on the backward flow is examined.
To determine the valve’s opening pressure, the externally applied pres-
sure was increased until a flow could be measured. However, to avoid influ-
ences of the physical work the pressure performs on the membrane, i.e. by
deflecting it, the pressure had to be increased gradually and was kept con-
stant during a short interval. An automated setup was built, schematically
shown in Fig. (2.10), to be able to characterize a large number of valves
under repeatable conditions.
pres
p
pvalve
pchamber
switchingvalve
main metering valve
membrane valveflow resistor
(capillary)
micro metering valves
p
t
Figure 2.10: Schematic of the measurement setup: the pressure
in the chamber can be adjusted using the micro metering valves.
Variation of the valve apertures in combination with computer con-
trolled switching valves results in 16 different pressures (as sketched
in the inserted p-t graph) and thereby 16 different flow rates in the
fluidic system. The flow through both the membrane valve and
the fluidic resistor generates a pressure drop that is measured and
stored in a computer.
To achieve different pressures, metering valves were adjusted individu-
ally, which resulted in different resistances. Four computer controlled switch-
ing valves that each were connected in series with the metering valves, al-
lowed to combine various resistances and to generate 16 different pressures
at the inlet of a main metering valve. To determine the opening pressure
accurately, the individual pressure steps were chosen to be small. The main
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metering valve, which was connected to a pressurizable chamber, addition-
ally enabled fine adjustment of the total pressure range. Due to the high
impact that the variation of all these parameters has on the opening pressure,
the suitable pressure range had to be obtained for every single membrane
valve before the measurements. This was done by manually adjusting the
main metering valve to a point where a flow just could be detected (at high-
est resistance of the four metering valves). Then, the main metering valve
was closed cautiously until the flow stopped. Starting the measurement in-
creased the pressure gradually by controlled opening of a combination of
switching valves.
Generating a pressure in the chamber, the liquid inside the chamber
was pushed into the tube connected to the microvalve. The pressure drop
across the valve was determined using a differential pressure gauge. Once
the valve opens, the liquid flows through a capillary whose resistance could
be calculated from its defined inner diameter and length. By measuring the
pressure drop pres across the resistor Rfluidic it was possible to determine
the flow-rate Q:
Q =
pres
Rfluidic
. (2.15)
As resistors, two different capillaries were used that had a hydraulic
resistance of 1.369 1014 Pa·s·m−3 and 1.1131 1013 Pa·s·m−3, respectively. In
combination with a second differential pressure sensor it was possible to
measure flow-rates as low as 0.05µl/s with an accuracy better than 10%
and 0.005µl/s with an accuracy of 20% (determination of accuracy, see
App. (A.1)). For monitoring purposes, the pressure inside the chamber was
measured additionally. Since the liquid was flowing into ambient pressure
the pressure in the chamber had to be equal to the sum of both measured
pressure drops across valve and resistor. This can be used as a fail-check
since a deviation in this case indicates a failure of the system, e.g. air
bubbles.
Various membrane thicknesses were tested with the above described
setup. A further examined parameter was the eccentricity of the through-
hole with respect to the slit. Since the membrane is prevented to deflect in
the backward direction and flow is inhibited due to the off-centered through-
hole, the eccentricity is expected to have a great influence on the backward
flow. While the eccentricity was kept constant at 100µm for the variation
of the membrane thicknesses, it was varied between 50 and 200µm for esti-
mating its influence on the backward flow.
To obtain information about the impact of the mechanical stress applied
to the membrane on the characteristics of the valve, the stress had to be
quantified. Fig. (2.11) illustrates how the membrane was clamped between
the top and bottom part of the valve, while simultaneously measuring the
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tocomputer
optical fiber
flow direction
force sensor
bottom part
top part
membrane
x-y-z stage with mounted 90 brackets
Figure 2.11: The bottom and the top part of the valve are mounted
on separate x-y-z stages using 90◦brackets. While the membrane
is placed on the bottom part, the top part is additionally attached
to a force sensor. Further, two optical fibers are embedded in each
part. This allows to precisely align both parts controlling their
relative position using optical readout.
force. The bottom part of the valve was mounted onto a x-y-z stage contain-
ing the aligned membrane using a 90◦bracket. The top part was attached
to a force sensor and correspondingly mounted onto a second stage. This
allowed precise alignment of both parts relative to each other. Since the
force measurements should be as accurate as possible, mechanical guidance
was not feasible in this case due to friction. To be able to align both parts,
two optical fibers were integrated into each part. While light was coupled
into the fibers of the bottom part, the fibers of the top part were coupled
to a two-channel detector. After alignment, top and bottom part could be
joined using the stages and monitoring the force.
The force that is applied acts on the surface of the membrane and re-
sults in a stress. Thus, to be able to compare the results, the contact surface
should be constant if different membranes are investigated. Instead of focus-
ing on cutting out equal membrane dimensions, this was achieved by adding
an elevation (like a mesa) to the top part’s surface, as depicted in Fig. (2.12).
An accurate cutout of the membranes is therefore not necessary as long as
they are slightly larger than the area of the elevation.
To be able to avoid large forces and to investigate the influence of a
locally applied stress the geometry of the valve seat was modified by adding
a concentric ridge around the cavity, as shown in Fig. (2.13)
To estimate the influence of the observable adhesion between PMMA and
PDMS on the opening pressure, the order of magnitude of this adhesion was
determined. Test structures were fabricated casting PDMS around screws, as
the magnification in Fig. (2.14) shows. The screws were attached to a holder
that could be moved up and down with a z-stage (see Fig. (2.14)). Onto a
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100µm excentricity
elevation
O 6 mm
Figure 2.12: An elevation as part of
the valve’s top substrate ensures a con-
stant stress when characterizing different
membranes.
F
Figure 2.13: Modified valve seat geome-
try: a concentric ridge around the cav-
ity allows to apply a local stress to the
membrane.
balance, that could be read out with a computer, a PMMA substrate was
placed. The PDMS sample was then brought into contact with the PMMA.
Careful moving up the PDMS resulted in lifting of the PMMA, which could
be detected with the balance to give a quantitative estimate of the adhesion.
Additionally, the PMMA surface was wetted prior to the experiment, which
allowed to compare the adhesion of PDMS to dry and wet PMMA surfaces.
balance
z-stagePDMS
screw
Figure 2.14: A screw was cast into a cylindrical PDMS test struc-
ture. On a balance, a PMMA plate was placed. The PDMS was
brought into contact with the PMMA and subsequently, the PDMS
test structure was lifted up using a z-stage. The adhesion of the
PDMS to the PMMA also lifted up the PMMA, which was moni-
tored with the balance.
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Figure 2.15: The circles represent the experimental data, which
are compared to the theoretical model based on the equation for
large deflection
2.6 Results and discussion
The results of the flow measurements recorded with the setup described
above are shown in Fig. (2.15). Additionally, a plot derived from the theo-
retical model is displayed as well and shows excellent qualitative agreement
with the measured values. To properly scale the model, a correction factor
of 0.2 was used. As mentioned in Sec. (2.4), the applied equation is valid
for large deflections of thin circular membranes. The deviation of the model
from the measured data can be explained by the incision, which prevents
the membrane to expand. Furthermore, the model does not consider a sat-
uration of the membrane deflection, which was observed in the experiments,
as can evidenced in Fig. (2.18). The expansion cavity only allows a certain
expansion of the valve’s membrane. Hence, starting from a certain pressure
value, a further increase of the applied pressure leads to a linear rise of the
flow-rate due to the constant slit width.
From measurements such as shown in Fig. (2.15) the opening pressure
of the membrane was defined as the point where the tangent of the graphs
linear part cuts the abscissa.
Fig. (2.16) and Fig. (2.17) show the valve’s opening pressure dependent
on the membrane thickness and the slit length, respectively. In accordance
with Eq. (2.1) the membrane deflection is decreasing and thus the opening
pressure of the valve is increasing with the membrane thickness. Also, the
slit length has a great impact on the opening pressure, as can be seen from
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Figure 2.16: The maximum deflection of the membrane at a certain
pressure, and consequently also the opening pressure, depend on
the thickness of the membrane. While the deflection decreases the
opening pressure increases with the membrane thickness.
Fig. (2.17). Since no backward flow was observed for any of the investigated
slit lengths, the length of the slit should be maximized to the entire valve
diameter to decrease the opening pressure.
To estimate the influence of an externally applied stress on the flow rate
in open direction a set of flow-pressure characteristics for a test-valve at
varying stresses was determined, as depicted in Fig. (2.18). It can be seen
that the achievable flow rate at a certain pressure decreases as a result of
increasing mechanical stress. Consequently, also the opening pressure of
the valve is increased at elevated stress, as is documented in Fig. (2.19).
Additionally, Fig. (2.19) shows the flow rate in the opening direction for
increasing stresses recorded at a constant hydraulic pressure. Increasing the
applied stress from, e.g., 0.8N/mm2 to 1.2N/mm2 can significantly reduce
the flow rate, from 0.6µl/s to 0.2µl/s. Entirely stopping the flow is also
possible.
Swelling of the PDMS membrane, as reported in [39] did not seem to
be a problem. In some cases, mainly when a large stress was applied to the
membrane, after approximately one day a permanently opened valve was
observed as depicted in Fig. (2.20).
To prevent swelling, exchange of the PDMS with a different elastomer
should be considered. The commercially available elastomer membranes
(vinyl, latex) had a thickness larger that 100µm. Experiments with custom
made latex membranes were interrupted due to difficulties in achieving a
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Figure 2.17: The opening pressure dependent on the slit length was
determined using a membrane thickness of 70µm. Slit lengths of
250µm, 350µm, 420µm, 550µm, 650µm and 800µm, respectively,
were produced.
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Figure 2.18: Measured flow rate data vs. applied pressure for a
valve with an 800µm cavity diameter using a 70µm thick mem-
brane with a 600µm long slit. The set of curves shows the flow-
pressure characteristics for different applied mechanical stresses.
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Figure 2.19: a) the opening pressure of the valve increases with
increasing stress, b) as a result of increasing stress the flow rate at
a constant applied pressure decreases.
homogeneous thickness. Further, wrinkling of thin latex membranes led to
problems during assembly. Hence, further experiments are necessary to test
latex as alternative membrane material.
Fig. (2.21) illustrates a more often observed problem that led to failure
of the valve: debris was caught in the slit and prevented closing.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, a novel check valve principle was presented. In contrast to
various other passive valves, the membrane valve shows simple fabrication
feasibility and can easily be integrated into microfluidic devices. Fabricat-
ing the valve using micromilling is only one example of various applicable
fabrication methods, which additionally shows the valve’s compatibility to
the other elements presented in this work.
However, the simple fabrication is not the only novelty the check valve
offers. Low opening pressure and zero flow in the backward direction em-
phasize the outstanding performance of the membrane valve principle. The
compatibility of the used materials to a large variety of substances, for in-
stance, biological samples, represents another important factor when dealing
with the integration into bio-chemical microsystems.
A simple theoretical model was derived that showed good conformity
to the experimental data and allows, to a certain extend, to predict the
flow-rate in the forward direction depending on different valve membrane
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parameters.
The dependence of the valve’s opening characteristic on the stress that
is applied to the membrane enables to actively control this characteristic.
Hence, easy adaption of the valve to individual applications is possible. It
was furthermore shown that totally suppressing the flow was possible. This
allows to use the membrane valve as check valve that additionally has active
valve capabilities. Since tuning of the valve is based on volume displacement
inside the elastomeric membrane, it is possible to achieve sufficient charac-
teristic changes already with small actuation. This makes it possible to use
various actuation principles and thus, again, ensures the compatibility.
2.8 Outlook
The described tunability of the valve will be subject of further investiga-
tions. In a first approach, the focus will be put on the development of a
discrete device that allows active control of the flow with combined check
valve functionality. The possibility of applying different actuation principles
allows, for instance, continuous tuning and therefore the development of a
proportional valve. The properties of this valve will be investigated under
different conditions.
Another focus will be the further miniaturization of the valve while con-
sidering the disadvantages smaller dimensions could have on the simplicity
of the fabrication.
The use of different elastomers is a further step towards more compati-
bility and will be investigated in more detail in the near future.
The theoretical model has to be extended to explain the impact the
mechanical stress has on the flow. Additionally, further experiments are
necessary to investigate this phenomena in more detail.
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perimeterof expansion cavity
slit
slit
Figure 2.20: Swelling of the PDMS can lead to permanently open
valves. However, this was only observed in very few cases.
slit
debris
Figure 2.21: Debris caught inside the incision prevented complete
closing of the membrane and led to failure of the valve.
Chapter 3
Micropump
3.1 Introduction
Microfluidics offer the capabilities to distribute liquids, perform mixing or
allow reactions to take place. The principles that are used to drive the
liquid inside the channels can basically be divided into pressure-driven flow,
on which this work will focus, and non pressure-driven flow. The pressure
source can be a pressurized chamber, a pump, or even a vacuum applied
from the outlet.
A pressurized vessel can only provide a limited volume that depends on
the size of the vessel and the pressure inside. When a sufficient runtime
of the microsystem is an important requirement, miniaturization using a
pressurized source is only suitable for a limited number of applications.
Thus, from the integrational point of view, a micropump represents a more
flexible solution. Of course, a micropump also needs a power source to be
driven, but the storage of, for instance, electrical energy is more convenient.
There is a very large number of publications on micropumps available in
the literature, not least because of the almost infinite possibilities to combine
valve principles and actuation mechanisms. It is beyond the scope of this
work to give a complete overview of the many existing solutions. A recent
review on micropumps was published by Laser and Santiago [2].
In fact, the aim of this work is to develop a device that is capable of
pumping a fluid and which, on the one hand, can easily be integrated into
a lab-on-a-chip system but, on the other hand, also be operated as a dis-
crete device. As mentioned earlier, the demand for economic units that are
fabricated in polymers and intended for single use is increasing. Integration
in this context means not only combination of individual components but
instead a fabrication towards monolithic systems. Hence, the compatibility
of materials and fabrication processes between pump and lab-on-a-chip sys-
tems is of major importance. To fulfil these requirements, the pump in this
work is entirely produced in polymer allowing mass production methods to
29
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air liquid
Figure 3.1: Principle of indirect pumping: air is pumped into the
chamber and presses the liquid out.
be emplyed. Further, as actuator, piezo disk benders are used that allow
easy control at low power consumption.
Work related to the approach presented in this chapter was, for instance,
published by Truong and Nguyen [28,40], who laminated thin polymer discs
to construct a micropump, which also contained spring check valves. A
similar approach, albeit using conventional MEMS technology and materi-
als for fabrication, was published by Meng et al. [41]. While Meng also
used check valves, Schabmu¨ller et al. [42] utilized diffuser valves to rectify
the flow. However, both groups used cleanroom methods to process the
valve elements, which complicated the fabrication and increased the costs.
Kamper et al. [43] applied injection molding and laser ablation instead and
presented an economic alternative. Bo¨hm et al. [34] also renounced expen-
sive materials and methods and described a plastic micropump fabricated
with conventional techniques and materials.
Micropumps can be used to directly pump liquid through the channels
of a microfluidic device. Since micropumps are often realized as diaphragm
pumps, the resulting flow rate is pulsating. These peaks can be smoothened
adding air-filled chambers, not unlike capacitors in electronic circuits [44].
However, the efficiency of liquid pumps decreases if air-bubbles are present,
as discussed in Sec. (3.2).
Another approach is indirect pumping, as depicted in Fig. (3.1). Here,
an (miniaturized) air pump generates a pressure inside a chamber that also
contains the liquid, similar to the pressure source mentioned in the begin-
ning. Since the air volume represents a large compliance, this method allows
to achieve a smooth flow. Precise control of the flow rate, however, is a chal-
lenge and might require a feedback loop.
In this work, the focus is put on the direct pumping approach.
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d
Figure 3.2: If the actuation membrane is deflected it displaces a
volume Vstroke inside the pump chamber. This results in a deflec-
tion of the membrane valve, consuming the dead volume Vvalve.
3.2 Theory
The basic working principle of a micropump is rather simple. Two check
valves are connected in opposite directions to an actuation chamber. A
partial vacuum generated in the chamber opens check-valve 1 and allows
the fluid to enter the chamber. A subsequent overpressure closes check-
valve 1 and opens valve 2 instead and allows the fluid to flow through valve
2. Hence, an alternating deflection of the actuator will generate a directed
flow. Therefore, beside the actuator, the valves play a major role in the
function of the pump.
The dead volume Vvalve is defined as the volume that is accumulated
inside a microvalve before a flow is obtained.
Considering the actuation chamber with the volume Vchamber we can de-
fine the volume Vstroke that is displaced by the deflection of the actuator (see
also Fig. (3.2)). The ratio between the displaced volume and the chamber
volume is called compression ratio ε [45]:
ε =
Vstroke
Vchamber
. (3.1)
Compressing the chamber volume increases the pressure inside the cham-
ber, expressed by ∆pchamber. To obtain an opening of the valve a threshold
pressure pthres is necessary (see Ch. (2), opening pressure). Hence, a flow
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can only be established if the compression is larger than the valve’s opening
pressure:
|∆pchamber | > pthres (3.2)
Compressing the medium inside the pump chamber requires a compress-
ible fluid. If liquids are pumped directly, the medium can, due to the low
compressibility of liquids, be considered as non-compressible. Hence, the
pressure generated by the actuator is directly transmitted to the membrane
valve, thereby satisfying Eq. (3.2) already at small actuations. However, a
pump chamber entirely filled with incompressible liquid is not a realistic es-
timate. A major problem of micropumps are gas-bubbles that are trapped
inside the pump chamber. The origin of the bubbles can be gas that is
dissolved in the liquid and outgasses during pumping or simply gas that is
transported with the flow and trapped inside the chamber. It is therefore
advantageous to assume a compressible medium to ensure working of the
pump. The compressibility of the medium hereby varies with the amount of
gas inside the chamber. Thus, an air pump represents the extreme condition
of an entirely gas filled pump chamber.
Design criteria for micropumps were derived in [45]. For gas pumps the
compression ratio should be:
εgas =
1
γ
|pthres |
p0
, (3.3)
where γ is the adiabatic coefficient and p0 is the atmospheric pressure,
and for liquid pumps
εliquid > κ | pthres |, (3.4)
with κ the compressibility of the liquid.
Only an infinitely rigid pump pumping an incompressible medium trans-
duces the input signal applied to the actuator without distortion or loss and
results in a corresponding flow. Despite the small compressibility of the liq-
uid the mentioned gas bubbles will add compliances to the system. Further-
more, the check valves of the presented pump consist of elastic membranes
and can be considered hydraulic capacitors. Hence, apart from the above
mentioned design criteria representing the static behavior of the pump, its
dynamic properties have also to be considered. As check valves for the pump,
the membrane valves presented in Ch. (??) were integrated. The compliance
of these valves can be estimated calculating the pressure dependent volume
deformation [46]:
Cfluidic = ρ
dV
dp
(3.5)
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3.3 Design and Fabrication
According to the requirements mentioned above, the micropump is, with the
exception of the actuator, entirely fabricated in plastics. For actuation of
the micropump presented in this work, a piezo disk-bender is used, as can
be seen in the cross sectional view of the micropump depicted in Fig. (3.3).
Actuating the piezo leads to a deflection and results in volume displacement
and compression of the fluid inside the pump chamber. As a consequence of
the increased pressure, the membrane of the outlet valve deflects, its incision
opens and fluid can pass through the valve. Subsequently, the pressure inside
the pump chamber decreases and the outlet valve closes. Then, the actuator
is relaxed, which leads to a vacuum inside the pump chamber and results in
an opening of the inlet valve. Fluid is drawn into the pump chamber until
the pressures are balanced. Now, a new cycle starts.
In contrast to other pumps utilizing disk benders, the piezo in our ap-
proach can only bend in one direction. As a consequence, the stroke is
reduced to 50% of the possible actuation volume. This is, however, accept-
able because it allows an easy mounting of the piezo inside the pump and
the use of elastomeric material as actuation membrane. Normally, piezo
disks are glued onto a rigid but flexible actuation membrane [29, 43, 47],
which is deflected by the piezo. One the one hand, monolithically integrated
polymer membranes are difficult to achieve with conventional polymer fab-
rication technologies. Using foils in combination with bonding techniques,
on the other hand, increases the risk of leakage due to failure of the bond-
ing caused by the continuous bending. An elastomer instead provides good
sealing capabilities, high durability and easy fabrication. Furthermore, the
efficiency of the pump is increased since less energy is consumed by the
deflection of a comparable polymer membrane.
The micropump is assembled of three individual layers, which are de-
scribed separately in the following paragraphs:
bottom layer The bottom layer houses the piezo disk, which is cast into
PDMS. First, a 3mm thick PMMA plate is structured by micromilling to
achieve a geometry as depicted in Fig. (3.4). A centered circular cavity
(400µm deep) acts as a seat for the disk-bender (400µm thick). To connect
the piezo, wires are soldered onto both of its surfaces. While the wire from
the top surface is conducted to the outside via a wire channel, the bottom
connection is made via a through hole that additionally acts as a vent for
the disk-bender.
To assemble the bottom layer and piezo, the piezo is positioned into
the seat and connected with the wires. PDMS is subsequently poured onto
the piezo surface and bottom structure. A glass slide is then clamped onto
the bottom structure to seal the piezo. The mesas act as spacers, which
define the thickness of the PDMS layer above the piezo. With a height of
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pump chamber
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PDMS
PMMA
Figure 3.3: Functional cross-sectional sketch of the micropump:
when the disk-bender is actuated, the volume in the pump cham-
ber is compressed. As a result, the membrane of the outlet valve
is deflected, its incision is opened and fluid can pass through the
valve. Relaxing the disk-bender closes the outlet valve and gen-
erates a low pressure, which opens the inlet valve and draws fluid
into the pump chamber.
mesa
piezo seat
vent
wire channel
PDMS
solder pad
piezo
Figure 3.4: The topology of the bottom layer was realized by mi-
cromilling and drilling. The cavity acts as a seat for the piezo
disk. To connect the piezo, wires are soldered to its surfaces that
are conducted to the outside via a wire channel and a vent, respec-
tively. A PDMS layer is cast onto the piezo as the inset Figure
shows, with its thickness defined by the height of the mesas.
200µm a thin elastomer membrane is achieved that acts as a gasket for the
pump chamber as well as an insulation for the piezo. The setup is then
put into an oven at 60◦C for 2 hours. It could be observed that sometimes
curing of the PDMS was partly inhibited above the piezo. Even thorough
cleaning to avoid any influences of soldering flux residuals gave no satisfying
results. Therefore, prior to applying the PDMS to the piezo, its surface was
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lubricated with cure accelerator (DowCorningr Q3-6559), which ensured an
optimal curing. To prevent the glass slide sticking to the PDMS after curing,
a thin PMMA foil was put in between as an intermediate layer. This could be
peeled of the PDMS surface without destruction of the membrane. Casting
the piezo into PDMS has additionally the advantage to avoid any mechanical
tolerances or space between the actuator and the attached structure. Thus,
the entire deflection is transmitted to the valve chamber.
middle layer Structuring the middle layer, as shown in Fig. (3.5), is per-
formed by double-sided milling. This can be achieved by turning around the
substrate using dowel pins for alignment (see App. (B)). Preferably, the top
surface is structured first, which allows a planar support after the structure
is turned around and before the ridge is fabricated.
bubbletrap
through hole
ridge
pump chamber
valve membrane seat
Figure 3.5: A concentric ridge around the pump chamber ensures
proper sealing when the middle layer is pressed onto the PDMS
of the bottom layer. Hemispheric cavities, that are connected via
through holes to the top surface, trap potential bubbles and allow
to remove them easily. While one of the through-holes connects
the pump chamber to an expansion cavity of a membrane valve
(inlet valve), the other through-hole is connected to the seat for
the other valve’s membrane (outlet valve).
Focusing in a first attempt on a liquid pump, small cavities were added
to the through holes that connect bottom and top layer. These cavities act
as bubble traps and allow to remove bubbles more easily during operation
of the pump. In an air pump design, however, they should be omitted.
top layer Corresponding to the middle layer, the top layer contains the
respective counterparts of the microvalves. For a prototype, additionally,
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expansioncavity
connection hole
membrane seat
Figure 3.6: The top layer contains the corresponding counterparts
of the pump’s microvalves. Additionally, through-holes allow easy
interconnection of the pump to tubes
two connections holes were drilled into the substrate as Fig. (3.6) shows.
Thin-walled metal tubes were press-fitted into these holes and provide a
sealed fast interconnection for a discrete device.
After fabrication of the individual layers, the pump was assembled as
depicted in Fig. (3.7). First, bottom and middle layer are joined using
four screws. The concentric ridge at the edge of the pump chamber that
is machined into the middle layer is thus pressed onto the PDMS of the
bottom layer and seals the chamber. To avoid seize of the piezo due to the
high mechanical stress resulting from the ridge, the diameter of the ridge is
slightly larger than the piezo’s diameter. As mentioned, the thickness of the
PDMS layer is 200µm, while the height if the ridge is 75µm.
Membranes, prepared with an incision (as described in Ch. (2)), were
then placed into the membrane seat of the middle and top layer. The mem-
brane seats has the purpose to limit the strain that is created by pressing
the elastomer together. The total strain is thereby limited to the difference
between the membrane thickness and the depth of the membrane seat (see
Ch. (2) for further details). Finally, the top layer was attached to the middle
layer using four screws.
While a certain stress is necessary to seal the pump chamber, the stress
to the membrane valves has to be applied with care. Consequently, both
stresses should be adjustable independently. The middle layer as well as the
top layer are equipped with eight through holes. Four holes on each layer
are provided with a thread, staggered to the threads of the corresponding
layer, as shown in Fig. (3.8). This makes it possible to apply different
stresses between the middle and the bottom or the top and the bottom
layer, respectively. The membrane seat additionally prevents exceeding a
maximum stress that could lead to failure of the valve due to deformation.
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Figure 3.7: Assembled view of the pump. For simplicity, the piezo
contact wires are not displayed. The inset shows a magnification
of the check valve configuration.
Figure 3.8: Screws were used to assemble the pump. To be able
to apply individual stress between bottom and middle layer on the
one hand, and middle and top layer on the other hand, two groups
of four screws each were used.
3.4 Measurements and Experiments
For characterization of a micropump, the maximum and minimum achiev-
able flow and pressure are important features. Furthermore, depending on
the actuation principle, the flow is related to the frequency the actuator is
triggered with.
As mentioned, in this work a piezo disk-bender is used for actuation.
Limiting values are therefore given by the characteristics of this element.
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Figure 3.9: Characteristics of the flow-rate and the pressure drop
over the valve when a pressure impulse is applied: (1) external
pressure is applied, the pressure drop over the valve increases; (2)
the valve starts to open, the flow begins to increase, the pressure
drop decreases; (3) the valve is open and the maximum flow-rate is
achieved, the pressure drop is constant; (4) application of external
pressure is stopped, the valve closes, while the pressure drop over
the valve immediately stops, the flow-rate decreases slowly; (5)
flow-rate and pressure drop converge to their initial level.
The blocking force of the piezo is specified to 2.4N at an applied voltage
of 170V, which results in a maximum pressure of 19 kPa considering its
diameter of 12.4mm. The maximum stroke volume of 1.074µl can be derived
from the piezo’s free center deflection of 19.1µm.
In contrast to Ch. (2), in which the static properties of the membrane
valve were discussed, here, their dynamic behavior is more interesting. The
alternating actuation of the piezo is translated to a pulsing expansion of the
valve’s membrane. As also mentioned in Ch. (2), the resistance of the valve
depends on the membrane’s expansion.
To determine the dynamic behavior of the membrane, an external pres-
sure impulse is applied to the valve. The reactions of the flow-rate and the
pressure that is measured across the valve (pressure drop) are depicted in
Fig. (3.9). Five characteristic sections can be identified: (1) an external
pressure is applied and the valve remains closed until a threshold pressure
is achieved in (2), which expands the membrane so the valve starts to open
and the flow-rate increases. As a result, the pressure drop decreases until the
valve is opened completely in (3). In (4), the external pressure is turned off
and the pressure drop decreases immediately, while the flow-rate decreases
slowly until both reach their initial level (5).
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Figure 3.10: Zoom-in of the characteristics in Fig. (3.9): opening
period of the valve after application of the external pressure. The
flow through the valve first begins when a threshold pressure drop
at the valve is reached. This threshold pressure is equal to the
opening pressure described in Ch. (2).
The time that is necessary to open the valve at a certain applied pres-
sure (see Fig. (3.10)) is important for determining the optimum actuation
frequency of the micropump. If the periodic time of a pump cycle is too
short, i.e. the frequency is too high, the valve does not open completely,
which results in a low or no flow rate. A low frequency, on the other hand,
the relaxing time of the membrane can be shorter than the actuation time,
which leads to single strokes but no continuous flow.
In analogy to electronics, this can be described by the time constant τ ,
which is determined as shown in Fig. (3.11) [48]. The tangent at the zero
point of the flow rate characteristics cuts the asymptote Q = Qmax in t = τ .
A square wave signal with frequencies between 1 and 30Hz and an am-
plitude of 170V was applied to the actuator to determine the flow-rate
depending on the actuation frequency. The frequency at which the max-
imum flow-rate was measured was further used to estimate the maximum
achievable pressure. The outlet of the pump was connected to a vertically
mounted tube and the maximum height of the liquid column relative to the
pump outlet was measured.
3.5 Results and Discussion
The deflection of the valve membrane depending on the applied pressure
determines the compliance of the valve, as mentioned earlier in Sec. (3.2).
Parameters influencing the deflection therefore also have an impact on the
compliance. The time constant of the membrane valve was obtained for the
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Figure 3.11: The time constant τ was determined from the flow
rate’s response on the applied pressure step function: the tangent
to the point of zero flow cuts the asymptote at t = τ .
applied external stresses and the membrane thickness as two selected influ-
encing parameters. Fig. (3.12) shows an increase of τ with increasing stress.
As a consequence of the experiments described in Ch. (2), however, the
opening pressure and thus the deflection of the membrane were decreasing
with increasing stress. Based on that, the compliance should decrease with
increasing stress. Thus, both results seem to contradict each other and are
not understood in detail yet. The characteristics of τ in dependence of the
membrane thickness, on the other hand, is consistent with the assumption
that a smaller membrane deflection caused by a thicker membrane results
in a decrease of the compliance, as depicted in Fig. (3.13).
The determination of τ delivers a characteristic value for the check valve
that has to be seen isolated from the micropump. However, the pump not
only contains the valves but, for instance, additionally an actuator and a
pump chamber that influence the pump’s overall characteristics. As men-
tioned further above, one estimate of its performance is the flow-rate the
pump can deliver. Fig. (3.14) shows the flow-rate at varying pump frequen-
cies. Increasing rapidly from 21µl/s at 1Hz a maximum at approximately
5Hz can clearly be observed before the flow-rate decreases continuously with
increasing frequency.
The maximum back-pressure of the pump was found to be 12.4 kPa using
the method described above, which equals 65.2% of the maximum achievable
theoretical pressure.
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Figure 3.12: The graph shows an apparent linear relation between
the time constant τ and the applied mechanical stress. τ was
determined with the method described above.
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Figure 3.13: With increasing membrane thickness the deflection
of the membrane at constant pressure and consequently the time
constant are decreased.
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Figure 3.14: The dependence of the flow rate on the actuation
frequency can be clearly seen from this graph. A maximum flow
rate can be observed at ≈5Hz. The membranes of the tested pump
had a thickness of 30µm.
3.6 Conclusion
First and foremost it has to be noted that the presented pump was de-
signed to demonstrate an easy to fabricate pressure source. The multi-layer
construction allows easy assembly and, if required, easy disassembly of the
pump. Apart from that, the structuring of individual layers makes the com-
bination with other components presented in this work possible, that addi-
tionally are fabricated onto the layers. Compatibility is therefore ensured.
A good performance of the micropump could be verified. Even though no
optimization was conducted yet, the pump delivered a maximum pressure
that was larger than 65% of the theoretically possible pressure. Also, the
achieved flow-rates were in a range that can be used for applications, for
instance, for the bioXtas chip, presented in Ch. (9).
From the constructive point of view, the mounting of the piezo as an
embedded element represents a method that can compensate for fabrica-
tion tolerances. The gaps that would lead to clearance between actuator
and actuation membrane are avoided by directly casting the piezo into the
membrane material. Furthermore, the elastomeric membrane material acts
as sealing and, again, simplifies the fabrication procedure.
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3.7 Outlook
After the working principle was proven, the pump has to be optimized. In
order to reduce the dimension of the pump itself, the compliance of the
membrane valves should be minimized keeping the opening pressure low.
Since the volume displacement of the actuator drastically decreases with
smaller radius, further miniaturization of the microvalves is a major issue.
To utilize both deflection directions of the piezo, its mounting principle
should be modified. Moreover, the necessary voltage should be reduced.
To allow more economical assembly, an alternative to the used screws
should be investigated.
Chapter 4
Active microvalves
4.1 Introduction
The backbone of lab-on-a-chip devices is their microfluidic network, which
for instance allows transport of liquid between different areas of the chip. To
control the flow, microvalves are necessary. While passive valves are widely
used to realize micropumps, active valves are the preferable choice for the
distribution of fluids in a µTAS.
This project investigates a novel method for a microvalve exploiting the
hydraulic principle. In contrast to earlier studies, which mainly describe
solutions for specific applications, this work attempts to develop a device,
that can operate as a stand-alone component as well as be integrated into
existing systems. It has to be emphasized that, next to the realization of
a working device, a major focus of this project is the simplification of the
fabrication process.
As mentioned in Ch. (2), at present a substantial body of research on
microvalves exists that was recently reviewed by Kwang and Ahn [4]. In
contrast to check valves, active valves need to be actuated to provide a
valve function and are therefore often grouped with regard to their actuation
principle. More fundamentally, active valves can be divided into valves
exploiting integrated or external actuation [4]. Since in this study the focus
is put on active valves that use flexible membranes as functional parts, the
review of earlier publications is limited to those using elastic materials.
For some years now, an increasing amount of literature is devoted to elas-
tomeric materials in microfluidics [9]. The advantages of these rubber-like
materials, such as silicone, are, on the one hand, their sealing capabilities,
which are also known in everyday life. On the other hand, their flexibility
allows easy deflection of thin diaphragms due to the low Young modulus [49].
Among others, these properties make elastomers a suitable material for mi-
crofluidic systems.
Quake et al. demonstrated the impressive potential soft elastomers offer
44
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and built multilayer devices including pumps and valves using soft lithogra-
phy [9, 50]. Baek et al. achieved a valving function utilizing a structured
PDMS membrane embedded in silicone [51], while O¨hmann and Young used
conventional MEMS fabrication in combination with a silicone membrane to
seal a channel [52, 53]. However, the above mentioned applications exploit
the capability of large deflection and flexible conformation of elastomer mem-
branes by using external pressure for actuation. Although the microvalve
itself has small dimensions, a large pressure source and additional external
valves have to be used to control the microvalve. The advantages of a highly
integrated fluidic network as described in [50] needs therefore be considered
in the context of the required large control units.
The small strokes microactuators usually provide complicate the fabri-
cation of entirely integrated devices. However, various types of integrated
active microvalves were developed that use, for instance, magnetic [54], elec-
trostatic [55] or thermal [56] elements for actuation. Using piezo disk ben-
ders necessitates an amplification of their deflection to achieve useful stroke
magnitudes. Rogge et al. presented in [57] a hydraulic transmission that
translated the small piezo deflection to a larger movement of a valve mem-
brane. Since the principle was based on sealing the face side of through
holes, the dead volume of this valve was relatively large. Furthermore, this
configuration does not lend itself for high density fluidic networks.
This work describes the effort to combine the direct in-line sealing of
microchannels, which offers low dead volumes, as shown in the approaches
by Unger and Quake, with the a piezo driven actuation mechanism. Inte-
grational aspects as well as the common problem to fill a closed chamber
with liquid have been given proper attention.
4.2 Working Principle
valvemembrane
valve body
valve chamber with
incompressible liquid
actuation membraneactuator (disc-bender)
microchannel
transmission opening
a) b)
Figure 4.1: Working principle of the active valve: a small deflection
of the actuator transmitted to the actuation membrane displaces
a certain amount of fluid inside the valve body and leads to a
deflection of the valve membrane. Allowing the valve membrane
to expand into a microchannel can be utilized as valve function.
As figure 4.1 shows, the device basically consists of a cavity machined
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into a substrate that has a large opening on the bottom side and a pin-hole
opening at the opposite side. Both openings are covered with membranes
and the cavity is filled with an incompressible liquid, the transmission liquid.
A small deflection of the large area bottom membrane (actuator membrane)
displaces a certain volume of liquid, which leads to a large deflection of the
small area top membrane (valve membrane). If the elastomeric valve mem-
brane is allowed to expand into a microfluidic channel, it clogs the channel
and a valve effect can be achieved. By directly clogging a microfluidic chan-
nel instead of designing a designated valve seat the disruption of the flow
inside the channel and the dead volume can be minimized.
The circumstance that a small deflection is amplified to a large stroke of-
fers the possibility to use piezo ceramics as actuators. In this work, bimorph
actuators in disc form, so-called ‘disc-benders’ are used to generate the de-
flection. In contrast to ‘stack-actuators’, which can generate high forces, bi-
morphs produce larger deflections at smaller footprints, which makes them
suitable for integration. Another aspect is the price of disc-benders, which
is a fraction of the price of stack-actuators and allows therefore a more
economical production.
The application of the hydraulic principle requires a chamber entirely
filled with liquid. The presence of gas bubbles leads to compression of the
gas during actuation and hence to failure of the device. Filling of chambers
represents an often described problem in microfluidics [58]. Not only the
filling itself, but also the closing of the chamber represents a challenge. Any
residual liquid that lubricates the surfaces prevents a simple covering of the
filling openings and subsequent bonding. This issue was accommodated by
using a simple but effective filling method.
Since the amplification of deflection is based on volume displacement,
the valve not only amplifies the actuation of the piezo but is rather sensitive
to any volume change of the liquid, which can, for instance, been caused by
thermal expansion. Thus, differences in expansion coefficients between the
transmission liquid and the valve body have to be minimized to avoid failure
of the valve due to temperature influences. To circumvent this problem, the
entire valve, except the actuator, was fabricated in silicone and as trans-
mission liquid silicone oil was used, which reduced the mismatch in thermal
expansion to ≈1%.
4.3 Theory
Since disc-benders deflect in and out like a drum head, the displaced volume
V can be described by
V =
1
6
pih(3a2 + h2), (4.1)
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where h is the center deflection and a the radius of the disc. Equation 4.1
can be transformed to
h =
3
√
3V
pi
+
√
9V 2
pi2
+ a6 +
3
√
3V
pi
−
√
9V 2
pi2
+ a6 (4.2)
to determine the maximum height.
Equation 4.2 shows, that the membrane radius has a great impact on
the deflection at certain applied pressures. At this point, a consideration
has to be made between miniaturization and necessary deflection. In this
project, commercially available discs with a diameter of 6.4mm were used
(Piezo Systems, Inc., Cambridge, MA USA). The maximum free deflection
of these discs is 4.7µm and the blocked force is 2.4N, which equals a max.
applicable pressure of 74,063Pa. Transferring this to the bottom membrane
of the device, a volume of 0.075mm3 is displaced, which, theoretically, leads
to 480µm center deflection of the top membrane (6.4mm bottom membrane
diameter, 300µm top membrane diameter).
However, deflection of the elastomeric membrane requires a certain force.
Based on the theory of thin plates, the deflection can be approximated for
uniformly loaded circular plates. The max. deflection hmax can be described
by
hmax = 0.29a
3
√
pa4
tE
, (4.3)
where a is the radius, p the pressure drop, t the thickness, and E Young’s
modulus.
While the pressure is given and the Young modulus can only be slightly
adjusted, the membrane radius and its thickness are design parameters.
Eq. (4.3) shows that with increasing radius and decreasing thickness the
membrane deflection rises. The radius of the valve membrane is determined
by the channel width and can, to a certain extent, be adapted to the re-
quirements. In most cases, however, the channel width should be minimized,
which only leaves room for variation of the membrane thickness. Eq. (4.3)
can be transformed to obtain the maximum membrane thickness tmax to
achieve a certain deflection h:
tmax =
0.24pa4
Eh3
. (4.4)
Assuming Young’s modulus to be 1.0MPa and an actuation pressure
of 70 kPa, Tab. (4.1) shows maximum membrane thicknesses for different
channel dimensions.
Eq. (4.4) only refers to the pressure that is necessary to deflect the
membrane. Proper sealing of the channel, however, additionally requires to
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channel width channel height deflection volume max. membrane
in µm in µm in mm3 thickness in µm
100 100 0.00092 0.14
200 100 0.00209 2.18
200 200 0.00733 0.27
300 100 0.00406 11.02
300 200 0.01126 1.38
300 300 0.02474 0.41
400 100 0.00681 34.81
400 200 0.01676 4.35
400 300 0.03299 1.29
400 400 0.05864 0.54
Table 4.1: To seal a channel using an in-line sealing approach
requires filling out its entire cross sectional profile with the de-
flected membrane. Assuming a hemispheric channel cross section,
the maximum allowed membrane thickness is calculated depending
on the channel width and height applying the maximum applica-
ble pressure of the piezo. Additionally the deflection volume is
shown, which must not exceed the piezo’s displacement volume of
0.075mm3
consider the hydraulic pressure inside the fluidic channel , which depends
on the individual application.
As a conclusion from Tab. (4.1), a major effort has been put on the
fabrication of thin elastic membranes. The integration of a valve seat, and
thus allowing a larger membrane diameter, was not considered to be an
option in the first approach due to the increase of dead volume.
4.4 Fabrication
To seal the microchannel with the expanded membrane a large deflection is
necessary that is accompanied by direct stress inside the membrane itself, as
discussed in Ch. (2). The membrane attached to the valve body exposes that
junction to stress and strain and requires a strong bond. To circumvent this
problem, instead of fabricating valve body and membrane separately and,
subsequently, bond both components together, a mold was developed that
allowed to cast the valve body including valve membrane in a single casting
step.
The mold, as depicted in Fig. (4.2) consisted of six individual layers that
were structured by micromilling. The bottom, middle and top layer together
with an o-ring formed the actual negative for the valve body. A vertical pin
that was inserted into the bottom layer’s center hole was fixed by a tight fit
in the clamping layer. The purpose of the pin was to define the membrane
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Figure 4.2: The negative mold for the valve body was achieved
by mounting the bottom, middle and top layer on top of each
other. Into a center hole of the bottom and clamp layer, a pin
was inserted that defined the membrane thickness by its distance
to the top layer (gap). To fix the pin in position, the hole in the
clamp layer was smaller than the pin’s diameter, which resulted
in a tight fit. The spacer prevented movement of the pin during
handling of the mold. The top layer contained two through-holes
as filling port and vent.
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by a gap that was established between the pin’s top end surface and the top
layer. The clamping layer was manufactured from teflon which allowed, on
the one hand, a fixed position of the pin but, on the other hand, to adjust
the pin manually. To create a gap with a sufficient size, two methods were
tested. The first approach used a small foil with a thickness of the designated
membrane thickness and a diameter smaller than the valve’s body diameter.
The foil was placed onto the bottom surface of the top layer before this was
mounted. After assembly of the mold, the pin was inserted until it touched
the foil. Subsequently, the foil was removed by de- and remounting the top
layer. This method allowed to precisely generate a gap corresponding to the
size of the foil thickness.
Applying the second method, the mold was completely assembled and
the pin was inserted until it touched the top layer. By pressing onto the
top layer with a sufficient force, the top layer bent and the pin was slightly
pressed down. After releasing the load, the top layer relaxed while the pin
was kept in position, and a gap was established. Although this method
necessitates calibration of the force-gap relation to achieve reproducible re-
sults, it represents a fast and easy to handle solution.
Two equally formed middle layers were inversely mounted on top of each
other to yield a hemispheric groove that housed an o-ring. The o-ring was
mounted prior to casting creating an annual groove in the valve body.
A syringe was used to fill the mold by carefully injecting the previously
mixed and degassed PDMS, as depicted in Fig. (4.3). A second through-
hole in the top layer acted as vent and allowed air to escape. The PDMS
was then cured at ambient temperature for six hours to prevent stress and
geometry changes due to expansion of the mold during heating. To decrease
the curing time, a cure accelerator (DowCorningr Q3-6559) was added.
Fig. (4.4) shows a cross-sectional picture from a cured valve body with
cast membrane. Careful removal of air is important to avoid bubbles as
shown in Fig. (4.5). Further problems occurred during filling of the mold:
it could be observed that, due to the high viscosity, the gap between pin
and top layer was not sufficiently filled with PDMS. Increasing the gap by
pulling the pin slightly out and subsequent re-adjustment using the ”load”-
approach as described above, helped to circumvent this problem. Removing
the pin too fast after curing generated a vacuum below the thin membrane
that drew the membrane down and led to destruction. Thus, de-molding of
the device had to be conducted carefully.
In contrast to the valve membrane, the actuation membrane was, subse-
quently to the casting process, bonded to the valve body. Since its deflection
was small in comparison to the valve membrane’s expansion the resulting
stress exposed to the bond was also small. The achievable bonding strength
was hence considered to be sufficient. The actuation membrane itself was
produced by spinning liquid PDMS onto a PMMA plate and subsequently
curing at 70 ◦C. Due to the small deflection and large diameter the thickness
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silicone
air
smallgap
Figure 4.3: Simple fabrication process for silicone valve. The small
gap between the pin and the top cover represents the thickness of
the valve membrane. To define the gap, two methods were applied
as specified in the text. While the lateral pins created the filling
openings an o-ring established an annual groove around the valve
body.
of the actuation membrane was not critical and was chosen to be ≈30µm,
which allowed easy handling. To join membrane and valve body, a plasma
bonding (as described in Ch. (7)) was used. The depicted transmission
opening (Fig. (4.1)), which was a result of the valve body’s wall thickness,
connected valve chamber and valve membrane and was necessary to avoid
deflection of the valve body. Since the hydraulic pressure inside the valve
chamber also acts on the valve body, and, additionally, the surface of the
valve chamber is large in comparison to the area of the valve membrane,
a small deflection of the valve body ‘consumes’ a relatively large displaced
volume. The walls of the valve body therefore were thick in comparison to
the membrane thickness. A tight fit of the valve inside a rigid structure to
minimize any deflection of the valve body has to be avoided for the benefit
of possible thermal expansion.
As mentioned above, the cavity is filled with an incompressible liquid
that transduces the action of the actuation membrane to the valve mem-
brane. Filling the cavity without encapsulating air bubbles constitutes an-
other major challenge of this project. Fig. (4.6) shows a cast valve fabricated
with the described mold. Two side holes allowed manual filling with a sy-
ringe or filling by immersing the valve into a container that was entirely
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membrane
300µm
Figure 4.4: By using a flat-ended pin as casting core, a thin mem-
brane could be fabricated using a single cast step.
bubble
Figure 4.5: Encapsulated air led to bubbles, so called bubbles,
inside the valve body material and led to failure of the casting
process.
filled with silicone oil. The latter method could be supported by stirring
and applying ultrasound to the liquid and offers the potential for an auto-
mated filling approach. An o-ring was used so seal the side holes and could
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be mounted while the valve still was covered with liquid to avoid any intake
of air. This method represents an effective filling approach and addresses
the simplicity of the fabrication process. Cured silicone gel as transmission
medium, as mentioned in [57], was considered but turned out to be too
tough for deflection.
sideholes
o-ring
valve membranevalve body
actuation membrane
Figure 4.6: Two side holes allowed to fill the cast valve body with
attached actuation membrane. Immersing the device enabled bub-
ble free filling and subsequent mounting an o-ring sealed the cham-
ber and prevented air to be intaken.
To operate the valve, it has to be connected to an actuator and a struc-
ture that contains the microchannel. The idea is to insert the silicone ele-
ment into a multilayer device as described further below.
4.5 Experiments
For testing the valve, a setup was built that was housing the valve body
as PDMS inlay and additionally contained the piezo disk bender and a mi-
crochannel. Actuating the piezo induces the valve membrane to expand
into the channel and seal it. Similar to the assembly of the micropump
described in Ch. (3), a multi-layer structure was fabricated into which the
valve body was integrated. The bottom layer contained the piezo actua-
tor that was sealed and insulated by a PDMS membrane, as depicted in
Fig. (4.7). Fig. (4.8) shows the middle layer that was mounted onto the
bottom layer and that contained a 10mm center hole to house the valve
body. Into the top layer, a channel with hemispherical cross section was
machined. This allowed the expanding valve membrane to entirely seal the
channel (see Fig. (4.9)). An assembled prototype of the valve is depicted in
Fig. (4.10).
To estimate the deflection of the valve membrane depending on the ap-
plied pressure, a test valve without actuation membrane was used, as de-
picted in Fig. (4.11). Pneumatic pressure is applied to the valve chamber
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PDMS
vent
piezowith
interconnects
Figure 4.7: Similar to the micropump described in Ch. (3), the
bottom layer contained the disk bender and was fitted with a thin
PDMS layer that was cast onto the bottom layer’s surface. The
thickness was, again, determined by annular elevations around the
screw holes. The PDMS ensured proper sealing of the valve body
and insulation of the piezo.
Figure 4.8: The middle layer contains a center hole that matches
the dimensions of the valve body.
to deflect the membrane. Simultaneously, liquid flows through a microchan-
nel that is fabricated into the top part of the holder while the flow rate is
determined using the principle described in Ch. (2).
4.6 Preliminary Results and Conclusion
In the course of the project, only preliminary measurements could be con-
ducted giving an estimation of the achievable membrane deflection depend-
ing on the applied hydraulic pressure. Even though a complete working
device can not been shown at this point in time, the measurements show
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threadedhole
fluidic channel
Figure 4.9: A microchannel was machined into the top layer and
allowed the valve membrane to expand. To ensure proper seal-
ing of the channel, its cross-sectional geometry was hemispherical.
The threaded holes furthermore allowed easy assembly of the three
layers using screws.
piezo
PDMS inlay
PDMS
valve membrane
microchannel
Figure 4.10: Fully assembled test setup for the active valve ap-
proach.
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airpressure
pressure sensor
liquid
a) b)
air pressure
pressure sensor
Figure 4.11: Test setups for determination of the flow rate (a) and
membrane deflection (b) vs. applied pneumatic pressure.
promising results and prove the concept of the design. Fig. (4.12) shows the
flow rate decreasing with increasing pneumatic pressure. A complete block-
ing of the channel could first be achieved using a pressure of 1.45 bar. This
pressure cannot be generated using the designated piezo elements. Hence,
further decrease of the valve membrane thickness is necessary. Another op-
tion is a wider channel or a channel containing a local recess.
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Figure 4.12: With increasing pneumatic pressure, the valve mem-
brane expands and closes the channel successively. However, a
pressure of 1.45 bar was necessary to close the valve and completely
stop the flow.
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Although the project could not be concluded, an active valve was de-
signed that has the capability of direct integration of multilayer devices.
The focus was put on simplification of the fabrication process, which was
achieved using a one-step casting process in combination with a simple bond-
ing method. Furthermore, an approach was developed allowing bubble-free
filling of a closed chamber that represents a major problem in microfluidics.
4.7 Outlook
The proof of the working principle of the presented active valve approach is
the base for further experiments. In this context, the novel filling attempt
represents an important step towards a discrete device including actuator,
valve body and microchannel. Subsequently, the combination with other
elements to a more complex system will be performed to investigate its
amenability for higher integration.
In analogy to a proportional valve, this active valve solution allows con-
tinuous closing, which means that the hydraulic resistance can be increased
until the valve is completely closed. This will allow enhanced flow control
in microfluidic systems and represents a major improvement of actively con-
trolled lab-on-a-chip devices. Thus, future investigations will also focus on
this challenge.
Chapter 5
Micro-optical elements
5.1 Introduction to Optical Waveguides
5.1.1 Basics
When light travels between two materials with different refractive indices,
the beam is refracted due to Snell’s law [59]:
n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2, (5.1)
with θ1 the incident and θ2 the refraction angle of the refracted beam
and n1, n2 the refractive indices of the different materials.
n n
1 2
incidentbeam
reflected beam refracted beam
Q
1
Q
2
Figure 5.1: Behavior of light at the interface between two media
of different refractive indices. If n1 < n2, the incident beam is
refracted into the optical denser material. If n1 > n2 and θ is
larger than the critical angle, the beam is reflected back.
When moving from a dense to a less dense medium (i.e. n1 > n2), it is
easily verified that the above equation has no solution when θ1 exceeds a
value known as the critical angle θc.
The critical angle and Snell’s law further determine the max. incident
angle θmax at which light can be coupled into a fiber to ensure total in-
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totallyreflected beamrefracted beam
core (n )1cladding (n )2
Qmax
Qc
Figure 5.2: The critical angle that results from the refractive index
difference of the core and cladding of an optical fiber determines
the maximum incident angle, which with light can be coupled into
the fiber to satisfy the conditions for total inner reflection.
ner reflection and thereby waveguiding properties, the so called numerical
aperture, as illustrated in Fig. (5.2).
The critical angle θc is defined as
θc = arcsin
n2
n1
, (5.2)
with n1 the refractive index of the core and n2 the refractive index of the
cladding.
Using Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2) together with geometrical relations, the
numerical aperture of an optical fiber can be derived to be [59]:
N.A. ≡ n0 sin θa = n1 cos θc =
√
n21 − n22. (5.3)
Above, the waveguiding properties have been explained by means of an
optical fiber. To apply the principle to the area of microtechnology, planar
waveguides were developed that can be integrated into microdevices and be
fabricated using MEMS technologies. Fig. (5.3) shows schematically three
different principles of planar waveguides.
5.1.2 Losses in Waveguides
Propagation of light in waveguides is always accompanied by losses. These
losses can be grouped into intrinsic and extrinsic losses, respectively. Extrin-
sic losses are, for instance, inhomogeneities or geometrical effects. Inhomo-
geneities that are considerably larger than the wavelength of the propagating
light can, for example, originate from the fabrication process. Buckling and
bending with small radii, on the other hand, can lead to failure since the
conditions for total inner reflection are not accomplished anymore. Losses
due to inadequate coupling, maladjusted numerical apertures and reflections
at phase boundaries are also among the extrinsic losses.
Intrinsic losses are caused by absorption in the core material, impurity
or inhomogeneities that are smaller than the wavelength of the propagated
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Figure 5.3: schematic cross-sectional view of planar waveguides:
a) embedded, b) ridge and c) buried channel waveguide. To ensure
waveguiding properties, the waveguide’s core has to have a higher
refractive index that the surrounding material.
losses
Q
c
losses
losses
Q
c
Figure 5.4: Losses occurring an a curved waveguide (left) and losses
due to micro defects or roughness at the waveguide surface (right).
light. To describe the losses quantitatively, for waveguides an absorption
coefficient is defined in dB:
αdB = 10 log
(
Pin
Pout
)
, (5.4)
with Pin the incoupled optical power and Pout the outcoupled optical power.
5.1.3 Taper
Q
out
Q
in
Figure 5.5: Working principle of a taper
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In Fig. (5.5) a conical fiber is shown. Similar to a straight fiber, an
incident beam is refracted at the phase boundary. Following the propagation
inside the conical fiber, the angle with which the ray is reflected becomes
smaller after every reflection and results in a collimated beam. Consequently,
the input and output numerical apertures are different.
If rin is the smaller radius at the input and rout the larger radius at the
output, we can assume [60]:
r2in sin
2 θin = r2out sin
2 θout ⇔ sin θout = din
dout
sin θin (5.5)
and the numerical aperture:
N.A.out =
din
dout
N.A.in. (5.6)
Important parameters for the design of a tapered fiber or waveguide are
the minimum length Ltaper,min and the taper angle Ω. In the literature,
a maximum angle of 2 ◦ is described [61]. For linear tapers, the minimum
length can be derived from
Ltaper,min =
rin − rout
tanΩ
. (5.7)
Apart from linear tapers, various geometries for different applications
were developed, as described in more detail in [61].
5.2 Aim of Integrated Optical Elements
Bio-chemical microsystems usually contain fluidic and often optical net-
works. In particular, fluorescence measurements and absorbance detection
play a great role. The fluidic network, for instance, allows transport and
mixing or even reactions of liquids. The optical network consists of wave-
guides that guide the light to areas on the chip where detection takes place.
One example are absorbance measurements where waveguides shine the
light into an absorbance channel. The not absorbed fraction is coupled out
on the opposite channel side and is guided to the detector.
Fig. (5.6) shows the design of a single absorbance cell of a microdevice.
The cell consists of a microchannel and two oppositely positioned wave-
guides. To couple light from an external light source into the waveguides
waveguide-to-fiber couplers were used [62].
Light is coupled into the channel and the beam spreads over the channel
before the light reaches the second waveguide at the detection side. It is
obvious that just a fraction of the light can be absorbed by the second
waveguide and therefore be used for detection.
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microfluidic channel
waveguide
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Figure 5.6: Design of a micro absorbance cell. The inset visualizes
spreading of the light over the fluidic channel and shows that only a
fraction of the light is coupled into the waveguide on the detection
side.
Integrated waveguides combined with microfluidic channels offer the pos-
sibility of measuring the absorbance along a channel segment. The ab-
sorbance is proportional to the optical pathlength in the absorbance channel,
as will be discussed in more detail later. Hence, increasing the sensitivity
in absorbance measurements was in the past mainly done by increasing the
optical path length [62, 63]. However, sensitivity is not the only important
factor for detection but has to be seen in context with the signal-to-noise-
ratio (SNR).
The improvement of the coupling efficiency in this work is done by an
integration of optical elements, namely collimators and 2D-lenses, at the
face of the individual waveguides.
5.3 Theory
A common model for the absorption of light is the assumption that the
absorption is caused by the matter inside the medium and depends on the
concentration c of the absorptive matter and the path length b through the
medium. The relation between the absorbance and the irradiances is given
by Lambert Beer’s law [64]:
dI = −aIdb⇒
∫ I
I0
dI
I
= −
∫ b
0
adb⇒ ln I − ln I0 = ln I
I0
= −ab (5.8)
I(b) = I0e−ab = I0e−cσb (5.9)
A = log
I0
I
= εbc, (5.10)
with I0 the initial irradiance, I the irradiance after absorption, a = ab-
sorption coefficient, c = concentration, σ = cross sectional area, ε = molar
absorption coefficient, b optical path length.
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Eq. (5.10) leads to the conclusion that the sensitivity of a detection can
be increased by an increase of the optical path length. The absorption,
however, is calculated from the measured irradiance I and the reference
irradiance I0. To estimate the signal-to-noise-ratio, error propagation can
be used that determines the variation of the baseline signal (i.e. the noise):
σ2A = σ
2
I
(
∂A
∂I
)2
+ σ2I0
(
∂A
∂I0
)2
, (5.11)
with σI and σI0 the noise of the measured irradiances I and I0.
Eq. (5.11) leads to
σA = ∆A =
1
ln 10
√√√√(σ2I
I2
+
σ2I0
I20
)
(5.12)
with σA the standard deviation, which, in absorption units, equals ∆A.
Considering equation Eq. (5.12) shows that the transmitted irradiance
(I) is inversely proportional to the standard deviation of the baseline signal
whereas the noise (σI) and the standard deviation show direct proportion-
ality.
The SNR expressed in absorption units, A/∆A, can now be found from
Eq. (5.10) and Eq. (5.12) to be [64–66]:
A
∆A
= εbc ln 10
√(σI
I
)2
+
(
σI0
I0
)2
. (5.13)
When dealing with low concentrations we can further assume
I ≈ I0, (5.14)
which simplifies equation Eq. (5.13) to
A
∆A
=
√
2εbc ln 10
I
∆I
. (5.15)
For high concentrations we can assume that I ¿ I0, which would elim-
inate the factor of
√
2 in Eq. (5.15) and result in a even more simplified
equation [65].
From equation Eq. (5.13) it can be derived that a reduction in the rel-
ative error of the measured light intensities (∆I/I and ∆I0/I0) is equally
important as an increase in the sensitivity (²b) in terms of SNR.
While, on the on hand, the absorption length should be large, optimizing
the light propagation and minimizing the losses, on the other hand, is vital
to be able to determine low sample concentrations.
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5.4 Design and Fabrication
To optimize the guidance of light three different approaches were examined.
In the first approach, microlenses were integrated at the interfaces
waveguide-channel and channel-waveguide as shown in Fig. (5.7)a). The
aim is to focus the light and thereby minimize spreading of light. While in
the second attempt a tapered waveguide is added to the straight part to col-
limate the light and to improve the coupling into the channel (Fig. (5.7)b),
a third approach combines both taper and lens (Fig. (5.7)c).
a) b)
c)
microchannel
Figure 5.7: Sketch of three methods to optimize the light guidance:
a) integrated microlenses, b) integrated taper, c) combination of
integrated lenses and tapers
The design parameters for the lens are its radius R and the length of
the lens-segment lsegment, as illustrated in Fig. (5.8). To minimize the influ-
ence of the protruding lens on the flow protruding, namely causing velocity
changes, the lens segment should be as small as possible. While the lens
radius is determined by the refractive indices of the used materials and the
desired focal length fi, the segment length can be obtained from the critical
angle of the waveguide and the width of the channel wall. For symmetrical
reasons, the lenses were designed to focus the light in the middle of the
fluidic channel. Assuming a refractive index of nliquid = 1.33 for aqueous
solutions the lens radius can be calculated:
R =
fi(nliquid − nSU−8)
nliquid
(5.16)
Assuming further a refractive index of nSU−8 = 1.59 for the waveguide
material and nair = 1 for air as the lateral cladding, the critical angle
can be calculated to be 36.15 ◦. Accordingly, using geometric relations, the
minimum segment length is approximately 105µm (see Fig. (5.8)). Conse-
quently, a minimum channel width of 520µm can be derived from Eq. (5.16)
(assuming the focal point in the middle of the channel). Tab. (5.4) gives an
overview of the fabricated channel widths and the corresponding lens radii
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of the design parameters for an integrated
lens
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of the design parameters for a tapered
waveguide. The indicated lens section in with its 105µm slightly
larger than the taper to collect all light exiting the taper.
used in this work. For comparable results, the segment length was kept
constant for all channel widths.
The integrated linear taper enlarged the 30µm wide straight waveguide
to 90µm in width at a lope angle of 2 ◦, which further allowed to combine
lens and taper ensuring all collimated light propagating through the 105µm
wide lens-segment (see also Fig. (5.9)).
To investigate the influence of the channel width and the different ge-
ometries four testchips as seen in Fig. (5.10) were designed. While chip 1-3
contained the described integrated elements, as a reference chip 4 did not
include any additional structures.
The channel width on each chip varied from 400µm to 4000µm. Three
identical absorbance cells constitute a group at the same channel width to
allow for multiple measurements and to compensate for tolerances. Addi-
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channel width [µm] lens radius [µm]
400 40,6
800 81,2
1000 101,5
1200 121,8
1600 162,4
2000 203
3000 304,5
4000 406
Table 5.1: Channel widths and corresponding lens radii. Although
the minimum channel width was 520µm, 400µm wide channels
were fabricated additionally to investigate the influence of the op-
tical elements at small optical path lengths.
tionally, each chip contained two reference waveguides.
absorbancechannel
reference waveguides
filling channels
8 groups of absorbance cells
with 3 identical channel widths each} integerated lens
waveguides taper
absorbance cell
bonding supporting structures
2000µm
Figure 5.10: Design of the test-chip. It contains 24 absorbance
cells with 8 different channel widths and two reference waveguides.
The fabrication of the chips was done by a single step lithographic pro-
cess [67]. Wet oxidizing 4 inch wafers 16 hours at 1100◦C resulted in an
oxide layer of approximately 2.5µm thickness, which served as a bottom
cladding for the waveguides. Subsequently the wafers were coated with SU-
8-2075. To be able to insert a fiber later into the coupling structures, while
also considering tolerances of the film thickness, the thickness of the SU-8
layer had to be in the range of 90-100µm. According to its data sheet [68]
the resist was spun on with 1800 rpm using a spread cycle at 500 rpm. After
spinning, the wafers were pre-baked at 95◦C for 25 minutes with an overall
ramp time of 8 min and an intermediate temperature step at 60◦C for 5 min.
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integratedlenses
tapered waveguides
microchannel
500µm
Figure 5.11: SEM picture of a microstructure for absorbance mea-
surements fabricated by structuring a single SU-8 layer.
Afterwards, the resist was multi exposed five times for 20 s each with 10 s
intermediate waiting time. A following soft-bake had the same settings as
the pre-bake. Finally, the wafers were developed in a two step development
bath with 8min duration each. The wafers were not hardbaked during the
processing.
Fig. (5.11) shows a SEM picture of two absorbance cells with integrated
lenses and tapers. The individual chips were sealed using the adhesive bond-
ing approach described in Ch. (7).
5.5 Simulations
To be able to evaluate how the integration of the lenses and the tapered
waveguides affects the system, the different geometries were simulated. A
simple BPM (Beam Propagation Method) model was developed using the
program Prometheus (BBV Software bv, Enschede, The Netherlands). The
model consisted of two symmetric, 15000µm long waveguides (100µm high
and 30µm wide) with a refractive index of n = 1.59. Between these wave-
guides a rectangle with a refractive index of n = 1.33 was placed that rep-
resented the fluidic channel. The width of the rectangle was varied from
400µm up to 4000µm according to the different channel widths of the real
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chip.
The program calculated the output field using a Gaussian-shaped E-field
as a starting condition. Fig. (5.12) shows a view of a calculated field and a
sketch of the simulated geometry.
Figure 5.12: Visualization of a simulated field and drawing of the
simulated geometry using the BPM-software Prometheus.
The simulated end-fields for the four considered cases can be seen in the
graph of Fig. (5.13). The curves show the calculated distribution of the
power over the width of the outgoing waveguide. It turned out that the
structure with the integrated lenses had the highest peak. The combination
of taper and lens had two peaks just below the lens peak. While structures
without supporting geometry had one peak below the lens-taper combination
the taper-only waveguide delivered four peaks at even lower level.
To have the ability to compare the overall irradiance the end-field func-
tion has to be integrated over the waveguide width.
Fig. (5.14) shows the results of all integrated end-fields for different chan-
nel widths and the different designs. One can see that the graphs for the
structure with the straight waveguide, the tapered waveguide, and the wave-
guide with integrated lenses have the same shape and similar magnitudes.
Significantly lower losses are seen for the structure with combination of taper
and lens. Its magnitude is on average half as high as the other three curves
at channel widths wider than 1000µm. The difference at shorter channel
widths is smaller.
It has to be noted that some limitations were set to simplify the model.
Simulation of multiple modes require a lot of computional power and the
applied Gaussian field can therefore just be seen as an approximation of the
incident beam.
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Figure 5.13: Simulated end-fields for the different integrated struc-
tures at a 1000 µm wide channel
Figure 5.14: The end-fields of all simulated structures were inte-
grated and the coupling losses were calculated
5.6 Measurements
Light was directly coupled into an optical fiber from a temperature con-
trolled diode laser (10mW, λpeak=635 nm). As mentioned earlier, the fiber
was inserted manually into the chip using coupling structures. As detector, a
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photodiode (HP81533B in combination with HP8153A) was used, which was
also connected to the chip through a fiber. The fibers were inserted pairwise
into the different couplers that belonged to the individual absorbance cells.
The power of the emitted light was then measured for 10 s at a sample rate
of 250 s−1. As mentioned, each chip contained three identical absorbance
cells for each specific channel width, thus the measurements of the set were
averaged and the standard deviation was calculated. Similarly to the propa-
gation losses defined by Eq. (5.4), the coupling losses over the fluidic channel
can be determined by
αdB = 10 log
(
Preference
Pabsorption
)
. (5.17)
As liquid inside the channel DI-water and 50µM bromothymol blue so-
lution (absorbance peak ≈ at 610 nm) was used.
5.7 Results and Discussion
The aim of the experiments was to be able to reveal the affect of integrated
optical elements on the efficiency of absorbance measurements. Fig. (5.15)
shows the coupling losses of the different principles for channel widths be-
tween 400 - 4000 µm. Increasing the channel width leads to a rapid rise
in losses for the structures without additional beam shaping elements, as
well as for those with integrated lens or taper. Only the combination of
integrated tapers and lenses ensured the coupling loss of these structures to
remain at a comparatively low level. From a channel width of 1200µm a
continuing order in coupling losses for the different principles can be found,
which is kept up to the 4000 µm wide channel. It emphasizes, that the struc-
ture with the combination of elements has on average a lower coupling loss
of about 4 dB between channel widths of 800µm and 3000µm, which corre-
sponds to more than a doubling in intensity. The graphs for the structures
with integrated taper and for those with integrated lenses show a similar
characteristic, the former one, however, has a 2 dB lower coupling loss.
The effects of the different integrated elements on beam shaping are
depicted in Fig. (5.16). The light inside the channel was visualized by a flu-
orescence dye (bodipy650/665-x, 75µM). Clearly, the collimating properties
of the tapered waveguide can be observed in Fig. (5.16)b.
Comparing the results from the simulations it can be seen that the order
of the simulated geometries and the real structures is the same. There are,
however, quantitative differences. This can be explained by the limitations
in the simulation model as mentioned earlier.
Apart from using the described optical elements to increase the trans-
duced optical power, this approach was also employed in a micro flow cy-
tometer collecting scattered light [69].
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Figure 5.15: The coupling losses were calculated using the reference
waveguides and equation Eq. (5.17). In average the structures
with integrated taper-lens combination showed 3 dB lower coupling
losses.
5.8 Outlook
The promising results presented in this chapter allow speculations on fu-
ture applications using integrated beam shaping elements. The mentioned
cytometer is a first example of the functionality this approach shows. Focus-
ing of light at different focal points in laminated flow can allow distinguished
detection of species and will be subject of ongoing experiments. Different
taper geometries and elliptical lenses will be furthermore subject of addi-
tional research on this topic. However, deeper investigations are necessary to
allow, for instance, the fabrication with alternative processes and materials.
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Figure 5.16: Emission patterns for (a) wave guides without lenses
and tapers, (b) tapered waveguides, (c) waveguides with lenses and
(d) waveguides with taper-lens combination.
Chapter 6
Direct Milling of Optical
Waveguides
6.1 Introduction
Optical detection methods are widely used in miniaturized analysis sys-
tems [70]. Especially the integration of optical waveguides into microsys-
tems allows the design and fabrication of complex and compact devices,
which are, in contrast to systems that use bulk optics, robust and insensi-
tive to vibrations [71].
Conventionally used materials for the fabrication of microsystems are
glass and silicon. In this case, the microsystems are often fabricated using
time consuming and expensive MEMS technology. The integration of optical
components complicates the processing, since a difference in the refractive
index between the waveguiding layer and the surrounding material is neces-
sary to achieve waveguiding properties. In the case of silicon microsystems,
this typically results in extra fabrications steps for the waveguide buffer and
cladding layers [72].
Using polymers instead of conventional MEMS materials opens room for
a variety of new fabrication methods [19, 73,74]. Flexible fabrication meth-
ods that are often used in research laboratories include photolithography,
laser machining and micromilling. Injection molding and hot embossing, on
the other hand, are well known as high number production methods [75,76].
Feature sizes in the sub-micrometer range can be achieved by injection mold-
ing, mainly limited by the accuracy of the master tool [77]. Master tools
can be fabricated using a variety of different methods such as silicon micro-
machining or micromilling [78,79].
It is also possible to use polymer materials to guide light within a
microsystem device. For example, a high refractive index photoresist
(n = 1.59) has first been spin-coated onto a silicon substrate with a thin
oxide layer (nSiO2 = 1.46) and then structured with a photolithography
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step [80–82]. Other groups have used microchannels filled with higher re-
fractive index materials to achieve waveguiding properties [83–85]. Using
photocurable resins as the core material, however, limits the transparency
of the waveguides, especially towards the UV region of the spectrum due to
absorption from the added photosensitizers.
To produce microsystems with integrated optical waveguides of high
transparency, we investigated several other polymer fabrication methods
that do not rely on photolithography. Laser ablation offers the possibility
to directly write structures into various materials. CO2-laser machining, for
instance, is a fast and powerful tool for fabrication of microfluidic devices
in polymer substrates [86]. However, the achieved geometry tolerances are
limited due to melting effects of the polymer. Decreasing the wavelength
of the laser and using UV direct-writing of waveguides for glass or polymer
substrates, on the other hand, produces better structural quality, but does
not lend itself to integrate microfluidic networks.
Another versatile tool is micromilling. Micromilling can be used for
direct structuring as well as for fabrication of tools for casting or molding
processes [87, 88]. Although micromilling is a relatively time consuming
process, its advantage lies in the high flexibility, the option to change the
design rapidly and the feasibility of direct three-dimensional structuring.
With respect to transparency, micromilling has the advantage of a rather
broad material selection, so that a highly transparent polymer can be chosen
as a basis material.
In this work, we demonstrate a novel method that combines the flex-
ibility of micromilling with the possibility of direct fabrication of optical
waveguides. A polymer with high refractive index is spin-coated onto a
polymer substrate with low refractive index. Subsequently, the spin-coated
layer is structured using micromilling and finally covered with another low
refractive index PMMA lid.
A particular promising field for microsystems are medical applications.
Here, microsystems that are portable and inexpensive enjoy a great advan-
tage over more conventional systems in that they do not need to be used
more than once. To arrive at inexpensive, one-time-use devices, high number
fabrication methods and polymer materials appear to be the best strategy.
Molding techniques are considered the most suitable for high number
production. However, it is not straightforward to combine the integration
of microoptical components such as waveguides with the injection molding
process, since the essential difference in refractive indices requires local vari-
ation of material properties. One example of varying the refractive index
while using a molding technique is microtransfer molding as described by
Zhao et al. [89] to form polymer waveguides on a silicon substrate. After
curing with UV light and removing the mold, polymer of the same type was
poured over the waveguides and subsequently cured to act as a cladding.
The difference in refractive index was achieved by a difference in the curing
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time.
As an alternative to the technique presented by Zhao et al., we demon-
strate a technique that allows casting of waveguides in a single step, again
using polymers with different refractive indices. The PDMS mold that is
used for this process can be formed from micromilled structures as well as
from conventionally fabricated substrates. This process allows the integra-
tion of waveguides and microfluidics into microsystems and is suitable for
high number production.
6.2 Design and Fabrication
To achieve waveguidance, the refractive index of the waveguide core has to
be higher than the refractive index of the surrounding material, which acts
as a cladding layer. PMMA was chosen as the substrate material, since this
material is widely used in microtechnology applications due to its ease of
fabrication, its favorable optical properties and the feasibility of thermal
bonding [19,22].
Onto the PMMA substrate a 90µm thick layer of PMMA with higher
refractive index was spin-coated. To modify the refractive index we doped
the PMMA with styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer (SAN). This method allows
the refractive index to be varied between 1.49 (100% PMMA) and 1.56 (100%
SAN) (λ = 632 nm) [90]. For all fabricated devices in this work we used a
ratio of 80% PMMA and 20% SAN (see Sec. (6.3)). The fabrication process
is sketched out in Fig. (6.1).
Step1: PMMA-substrate
Step 2: spinning of doped
PMMA-layer
Step 3: structuring by micromilling
Step 4: thermal bonding of
PMMA-lid
Figure 6.1: Principle of fabrication process: a) native PMMA as
substrate material b) spinning a ‘doped’ PMMA layer with higher
refractive index onto the substrate c) structuring the spun on layer
by micromilling d) thermal bonding of a second native PMMA layer
onto the structured layer
An alternative to ‘doping’ is variation of the molecular weight, which
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also makes it possible to change the refractive index, albeit only between
1.47 and 1.49. However, the approach was not optimal for our purposes,
because while decreasing the molecular weight leads to a higher refractive
index, it also decreases the glass transition temperature (Tg). A decrease in
Tg is associated with a decrease of Young’s modulus, which means that the
material becomes softer and yields during the milling process. In combina-
tion with the heat that is produced by the rotation of the milling tool, this
results in higher surface roughness, which increases the scattering losses of
the waveguides.
To investigate the optical properties of waveguides that were produced
with our new methods, a test-structure was designed (see Fig. (6.2)). The
waveguide
PMMA
opticalfiber
milled groove
Figure 6.2: Design of one test waveguide fabricated by mi-
cromilling. Two parallel 100µm deep grooves are milled to obtain
a waveguide.
structure consists of 5 waveguides, with different lengths (20mm, 25mm,
30mm, 35mm, and 40mm), which were fabricated by milling two parallel
grooves of 100µm depth with a distance of 100µm using a 400µm tool. This
allows air to act as cladding at the sides of the waveguides. To avoid direct
coupling of light from the input fiber into the detection fiber, the waveguides
were slightly bent.
This test structure was milled into the 90µm thick spin-coated layer
of SAN-PMMA using a micro-milling machine (MPS 2000, Quantum Ltd.,
United Kingdom). A 100µm groove depth ensures milling down into the
cladding material and compensates for thickness variations of the core ma-
terial film. Grooves that are shallower than the film thickness of the core
layer would lead to leaky waveguides and therefore to an increase in propa-
gation losses (see Fig. (6.3)).
A pressured-air turbine (Air Turbine Technology, Boca Raton, Florida
33487, USA) was used to obtain rotational speeds of approx. 40 000 rpm.
This ensured low surface roughnesses of the milled areas, which were deter-
mined to be less than 200 nm (see Fig. (6.4)). Water with a small amount
of soap was applied to the working area to cool the substrate and the tool.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Grooves deeper than the core layer’s thickness en-
sure a waveguide surrounded by material with lower refractive in-
dex (b) Grooves shallower than the spin-coated layer thickness lead
to residual material with the same refractive index as the wave-
guide and therefore to leaky waveguides
After fabrication, the device was placed in an ultrasonic bath for 30min
to remove small debris and burr from the milling process (Fig. (6.4) shows
the edge of a milled waveguide). Optionally, a second PMMA plate can be
bonded thermally to cover the milled structures.
a b
100µm 5µm
Figure 6.4: (a) SEM image of a milled waveguide, (b) SEM image
of a waveguide sidewall. The roughness was estimated to be less
than 200 nm.
As mentioned above, micromilling is a relatively time consuming process.
As an additional process, we therefore developed a process that enabled us
to cast fluidic structures and waveguides in a single fabrication step from a
micromilled master (see Fig. (6.6)).
First, PDMS prepolymer was cast onto a master that contained the design
as a positive structure. In this work, we used the milled devices mentioned
above as a master to be able to directly compare the optical properties
between two devices fabricated using these two approaches. The PDMS was
then cured for 1 hour at 60 ◦C. To remove air bubbles, the structure and
the PDMS prepolymer were placed in a vacuum chamber for 40min before
curing. Subsequently, the master was released from the cured PDMS to
obtain a negative copy. Doped PMMA (80% PMMA, 20% SAN) was poured
onto the PDMS copy, which was finally covered with a PMMA plate. The
PMMA plate was loaded with a weight that pressed the plate against the
PDMS mold, which allowed redundant doped PMMA to flow to the sides. In
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our experiments, we found 700 g of weight suitable, which corresponds to
approximately 5 000Pa. Significantly lower pressures resulted in too much
residual polymer and eventually in leaky waveguides. Using higher pressures
(in the range of 10 000Pa) led to deformation of the PDMS mold as well as
the cast structure.
In Fig. (6.5) the cross sections of two cast waveguides can be seen. To
200µm 200 µm
residual ‘doped’ PMMAa) b)
Figure 6.5: Cross sectional view of molded waveguides: different
pressures during the fabrication process led to different thicknesses
of the residual layer ( a) 5 000Pa, b) 1 000Pa).
visualize the residual layer, the doped PMMA was dyed with blue ink. Using
the 700 g weight, a minimum residual layer thickness of less than 10µm
could be achieved. The setup was then left in a fume hood over night to
let the solvent evaporate. At this point, we took advantage of the high
gas permeability of PDMS, which allowed the solvent to evaporate through
the PDMS mold. Gas bubbles generated by evaporation of the solvent, and
potentially affecting the forming process, were thus avoided. Finally, the
PDMS mold was released and could be reused for another casting process. If
desired, a second PMMA plate can be bonded thermally onto the structured
layer. The process sequence is summarized in Fig. (6.6).
6.3 Experiments
As mentioned above, to have the ability to integrate waveguides into poly-
mer microsystems, a variation of the refractive index is required. The PMMA
was doped with styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer (SAN) to vary its refractive
index. Dissolving both polymers turned out to be a time consuming process.
On the one hand, the solvent has to have the ability to dissolve both poly-
mers simultaneously and equally well. On the other hand, the evaporation
time should be sufficiently long to avoid orange-peel effects as also mentioned
by Ramaswamy and Weber [90]. We used anisole (methyl-phenyl-ether) as
the solvent, which turned out to dissolve both polymers sufficiently. Fur-
ther, anisole provides good film qualities due to its relatively high boiling
point (154 ◦C) and the consequently long evaporation time. Using 3-methyl-
2-butanone (MIBK) in combination with cyclohexanone and silicone oil, as
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Step1: micro structuring of positive
Step 2: casting of PDMS prepolymer
onto structured substrate
Step 3: curing of PDMS and release
from positive
Step 4: casting of polymer with
high refractive index onto
the PDMS negative
Step 4: pressing low refractive
index PMMA plate onto
the liquid polymer using
a weight
Step 4: removing PDMS and
thermal bonding of PMMA
Figure 6.6: Principle of high number fabrication process: first,
the desired microsystem is fabricated and a PDMS negative is on-
tained. A high refractive index polymer in liquid form is then used
to fill the negative. This polymer bonds to a low refractive index
PMMA plate. Finally a second PMMA plate can be thermally
bonded onto the structure as a lid.
mentioned by Ramaswamy and Weber, was not successful for us, because
the thermal bonding properties of PMMA dissolved in this solvent were poor
in comparison to that dissolved in anisole.
The six different mixing ratios of PMMA and SAN that have been in-
vestigated can be seen in Tab. (6.1). To ensure that the PMMA that was
used for dissolving and spin-coating was the same as the substrate material,
small pellets were cut from the PMMA substrate material. SAN was pur-
chased directly in pellet form (Kostil B366, Polymeri Europa, Italy). The
different ratios of polymers were mixed by weight before 60ml of solvent
(% = 0.99 kg/dm3) were added. Mixing the components in different ratios
resulted in solutions having different viscosities. A spin-coating curve was
determined (Fig. (6.7)) to achieve the same film thickness for each mixture.
This is important to be able to compare the different optical losses.
To determine the refractive indices, a thin layer (≈ 4µm) of every sample
was spin-coated onto a silicon wafer. After hardbaking the film, the refrac-
tive index was measured with a prism coupler (see Fig. (6.8)). Our mea-
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PMMA SAN
0%(0 g) 100%(30 g)
20%(6 g) 80%(24 g)
40%(12 g) 60%(18 g)
60%(18 g) 40%(12 g)
80%(24 g) 20%(6 g)
100%(30 g) 0%(0 g)
Table 6.1: Volume and weight mixing ratios of PMMA and SAN
before dissolving in anisole
.
surements agree well with the results originally published by Ramaswamy
and Weber [90]. Based on the preliminary investigations summarized above,
for all further work we used PMMA slides with a refractive index of 1.484
and doped PMMA (mixing ratio 80% PMMA and 20% SAN) with a refractive
index of 1.499.
To investigate the optical properties of the milled waveguides, the prop-
agation loss was determined. Optical fibers were aligned to the waveguides
using xyz -stages and were used to couple light into the waveguides and con-
nect the device to the detector. The transmission spectrum of each wave-
guide was determined between 380 nm and 850 nm (Spectro 320, Instrument
Systems, Munich, Germany). The spectra were then normalized with a refer-
ence spectrum of the light source and the so-called total waveguide insertion
loss (a, in dB) was calculated using equation 6.1 [91]:
a = −10 log Pwaveguide
Preference
, (6.1)
where Pwaveguide and Preference are the measured radiative fluxes. A linear fit
of the insertion loss versus waveguide length was subsequently calculated to
obtain the propagation loss (dB/cm) as a function of the wavelength.
As mentioned above, a fabrication process was developed to fabricate
waveguides with an easy and rapid method. To be able to compare the
propagation losses from the milled waveguides with the cast waveguides,
the milled test structures were used as master tools for the PDMS mold to
obtain the same geometry and roughness. After processing, the propagation
losses of the cast waveguides were determined as described above.
Additionally, a set of waveguides was fabricated by micromilling grooves
into a native PMMA slide, which allowed the estimation of the influence of
the doped PMMA on the waveguiding properties.
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Figure 6.7: Spin-coating curves (rotational speed vs. film thick-
ness) for the different mixing ratios of PMMA and SAN. Error bars
are typically smaller than the symbol sizes.
6.4 Results and Discussion
To optimize the signal-to-noise ratio, the optical losses of the waveguides
should be as small as possible. This will increase the transmittance and
therefore also improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Fig. (6.9) shows the propa-
gation losses of the three waveguide types produced by milling and casting.
The waveguides that were milled into the doped PMMA show a propagation
loss of around 1 dB/cm over a wide wavelength range, which is a good perfor-
mance. At wavelengths smaller than 400 nm the propagation loss increases
rapidly. This behavior can be explained by the different effects causing the
propagation losses. While the absorbance of the core material dominates at
lower wavelengths (λ < 400 nm), in higher wavelength regions (λ > 400 nm)
scattering causes losses at the waveguide surface.
Scattering caused by surface roughness is a major factor when dealing
with micromilled waveguides. Parameters such as feed rate, rotational speed
of the tool, cooling rate, and glass transition temperature influence the out-
come of the fabrication process. Fig. (6.10) visualizes the difference between
uncooled processing using a high feed rate (40mm/min) versus cooled ma-
chining at a lower feed rate (15mm/min). Although the surface roughnesses
have not been quantified in detail yet, it is possible to conclude that improved
machining results are obtained when using low feed rates and cooling.
In comparison to the milled waveguides the cast waveguides show losses
in the range of 1−3 dB/cm. The difference in losses between the milled and
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Figure 6.8: Refractive index of PMMA with varying percentage of
styrene acrylonitrile copolymer (SAN).
cast waveguides can be explained by the different fabrication methods. For
the milled waveguides the doped PMMA is spin-coated and then baked until
the solvent is evaporated. In contrast to that, for the molded waveguides, we
press the PDMS mold into the still liquid doped PMMA and let the solvent
evaporate before we remove the mold.
The presence of the residual layer of doped PMMA seems to have the
main impact on the increase of propagation loss. The residual layer causes
light to get lost towards the bulk of the microsystem. This assumption
is corroborated by the fact that structures that were milled into a native
PMMA slide also show a poor guidance of light, with propagation losses in
the range of 7− 10 dB/cm.
Another influence on the quality of waveguides is their thickness. Af-
ter fabrication of the test structure shown in Fig. (6.2), we measured the
length and width of the waveguide. These measurements showed that while
the length of the waveguides did not change significantly, the waveguide
widths were reduced to between 80 and 90µm. Since the influence of sur-
face roughness increases with decreasing waveguide diameter, this reduction
of the width could be one explanation for the larger propagation loss [61].
Additionally, non-uniformity generated by unevenly applied pressure can
also play a great role in influencing the quality of the waveguides. Clearly,
optimizing the casting process is therefore a primary goal for the future.
Comparing our results with the propagation loss of SU-8 [80], which is
often used as waveguide material, shows the advantage of using PMMA. In
Fig. (6.9) the propagation losses for doped PMMA and SU-8 waveguides are
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Figure 6.9: Propagation losses of optical waveguides that were
milled or cast into doped PMMA. Additionally, the losses of wave-
guides that were milled into a native PMMA substrate are pre-
sented as well. The comparison of PMMA and SU-8 waveguides
shows a rapid increase in propagation loss for SU-8 waveguides at
wavelengths below 650 nm (original dataset for SU-8 taken from
Mogensen et al. [80]).
represented in the same graph for comparison. While the losses for SU-8
waveguides increase rapidly at wavelengths below 650 nm the propagation
loss for the milled PMMA waveguides remains at around 1 dB/cm down to
400 nm.
Besides effects from scattering, propagation loss is mainly caused by
absorption in the waveguide material. Not unlike Joule heating in electrical
circuits, guided light can therefore generate heat, which will increase the
temperature of the waveguide. If the optical power or absorption is too high,
this heat can affect the optical properties or even destroy the waveguide.
Increasing the optical power to compensate for the high propagation loss of
SU-8 at low wavelengths is therefore not an option.
Generally, the propagation losses of the milled as well as the cast wave-
guides could be decreased by adding a further process step. Heating the
structures up to a temperature close to their glass transition temperatures
could minimize the surface roughness. A comparable effect could be achieved
by shortly exposing the structure to an organic solvent.
In this work, we used micromilling to prepare the master. To be able
to compare the results with the directly milled waveguides, the above men-
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Figure 6.10: 100µm wide waveguides machined with a high feed
rate (40mm/min) and no cooling (left panel), as supposed to using
a lower feed rate (15mm/min) and cooling (right panel)
tioned test-structures were used as masters for the casting process. However,
other fabrication techniques to produce a master structure, like conventional
cleanroom processes, are also applicable and would potentially lead to higher
quality copies.
6.5 Conclusion
In this study, we have presented two methods of fabricating microsystems
with integrated waveguides: one method for flexible and direct fabrication
and one method for high number production. The direct fabrication method
circumvents the use of photoresists to produce waveguides with high trans-
parency and will therefore be useful in a laboratory environment, while the
high number production method could be a valuable tool for mass produc-
tion of single-use bio/chemical microsystems. Both processes ensure the
waveguiding properties using a spin-coated layer of ‘doped’ dissolved PMMA
with increased refractive index onto the native PMMA substrate.
The experiments performed have shown robustness of the design ap-
proach and the technology. Low propagation losses were measured (<
1 dB/cm for the milled waveguides and between 1 dB/cm and 3 dB/cm for
the cast waveguides) for the entire visual range.
The work developed is based on inexpensive technologies in terms of
materials and facilities used and can be applied to a wide choice of thermo-
plastic polymers.
An application that used the presented approach was fabricated in col-
laboration with an exchange student from Warsaw Technical University,
Dorota Stadnik. Here, two curved parallel waveguides were employed to
determine the refractive index of a liquid that was injected into a fluidic
channel between the waveguides, as depicted in Fig. (6.11). This applica-
tion actually uses the roughness of the side walls to allow light to propagate
laterally between the waveguides. The approach was used to successfully
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Figure 6.11: Left: Sketch of the coupler: (1,3) micromilled grooves
to achieve waveguides, (2) groove as fluidic channel, (4-7) grooves
for inserting optical fibers, (I and II) waveguides. Right: Optical
photo of the micromilled structure.
determine the concentration of glucose [92] and demonstrates a simple and
effective method using integrated optical waveguides.
6.6 Outlook
Although, as demonstrated, rough side walls of waveguides can be advan-
tageous for certain applications, the main focus in the future will be put
on reducing this roughness and increase the transmission. However, it is
obvious that direct micromilling of optical waveguides is reserved to the re-
search field. For mass production, the presented casting or, furthermore,
embossing techniques should be used. While the functional principle was
proven during this work, optimization of the procedure will be performed to
allow more economical fabrication.
Chapter 7
Bonding
7.1 Introduction
Microsystems possess several advantages as far as chemical analysis is con-
cerned. They allow faster throughput, much reduced sample size and lower
cost. It is, however, important that the produced microfluidic systems have
a proper sealing to allow a high enough liquid pressure in the system and
minimize contamination. Various approaches have been developed to seal
microfluidic devices. While bonding methods for conventionally fabricated
microsystems have been described a lot [93–95], bonding of polymer mi-
crodevices still is a challenge and requires further investigations. There
have been a number of reports on different approaches as they have been
used for applications, but research on the bonding itself has hardly been con-
ducted. Focusing on polymers, various possibilities to bond two substrates
are available, which all show advantages and disadvantages.
In this work, several bonding methods have been employed and investi-
gated with the aim to compare and to apply the optimum technique for the
individual applications. In a first section, commonly used techniques em-
ploying adhesives are compared and their challenges for polymer-based bio
chemical microdevices are discussed. Apart from that, an adhesive bond-
ing approach is presented that allows to join a cleanroom-structured SU-8
layer with a PMMA-lid and, thus, to combine MEMS-based fabrication with
conventional machining. In another section, direct thermal bonding is char-
acterized and the bonding strengths and the deformation of the substrate are
determined for varying parameters. Furthermore, our experience in produc-
ing multi-layer structures is formulated and techniques, such as alignment
approaches, are discussed. Finally, a corona discharge enhanced method is
presented that allows to decrease the bonding temperature and therefore to
minimize the risk of deformation during the bonding process.
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7.2 Adhesive bonding
For a limited number of applications the use of adhesives to bond two poly-
mer substrates is a possibility. Bonding of different materials, for instance
thermoplastic to thermoset polymers, can be realized using adhesives. Also,
varying expansion coefficients between the materials can be compensated to
a certain extent, which, for instance, allows to bond a polymer to a glass
substrate. The risk of clogging channels or contamination of the systems,
however, is high, and therefore the main effort in the field, that describes
the use of adhesives, focuses on how the glue is applied to the substrates.
Spinning [96, 97], spraying, transfer from a barrel or stamp [98], or some
more unique methods have been reported [32].
On the other hand, the core idea of biochemical microsystems is to han-
dle, investigate or treat chemical or biological samples. The concern that
one of the constituents of the adhesive could affect the reaction or contami-
nate the chip always stays in mind. Sealing a channel with an intermediate
adhesive layer between lid and substrate covers the entire surface has the
consequence that the sample or reagent is in direct contact with the adhe-
sive. Hence, it has to be ensured that the glue is inert and does not dissolve
or that its ingredients do not affect the sample. One method to minimize
the contact area between sample and adhesive are techniques that apply the
adhesive locally [98].
Also, from the constructive point of view, the choice of the proper type
of glue is of major importance. The solvent of solvent-based adhesives can
affect the substrate material and thereby destroy the device. Thus, the
compatibility of the glue and the substrate has to be considered.
Sealing of devices featuring integrated optics requires yet different prop-
erties of the glue. To ensure, for example, total internal reflection of in-
tegrated waveguides, a lower refractive index of the glue compared to the
substrate material is necessary (see Chapter 6). Since the refractive index
usually is not listed in the datasheets of commercial adhesives, it is difficult
to estimate the applicability of the individual glue.
The use of single or double-sided tape is a good solution for rapid pro-
totyping and quick solutions in the research field [99]. While clogging can
chiefly be avoided using this method, contamination, on the other hand,
might still be an issue. Although tape is frequently used to seal prototypes,
it was not further investigated in this work.
Similarly to the use of tape, lamination is a fast method for prototyp-
ing [100]. Here, a foil coated with adhesive is brought into contact with
the substrate. Heat is applied while foil and substrate are pressed together,
which activates the adhesive and seals the structure. The risk of clogging is
also present using this approach. No further investigations on this method
were made in this work.
Most thermoplastic polymers can be dissolved by organic solvents. Since
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it is a common workshop practice to use solvents, e.g. acetone, to bond, for
instance, PMMA together, the use of solvent assisted bonding has also been
applied to polymer microdevices. One major disadvantage is the difficulty to
apply the solvent without distortion of the structured surface. Some efforts
have been made to circumvent these problems [101,102]. However, because
of the manifold problems due to the presence of the solvent, this approach
was not pursued in this work.
In the following section, a low-temperature bonding method is described
that used contact glue to easily seal cleanroom fabricated devices with a
plastic lid. The refractive index of the glue was determined to allow sealing
of microoptical devices.
7.2.1 Fabrication and Experiments
Contact glue was diluted with toluene (20ml glue with 40ml toluene) and
spun onto a PMMA substrate at 4000 rpm, which resulted in an adhesive
layer thickness of ≈10µm. The solvent evaporated immediately after the
coating process and gave a sticky surface. The PMMA was then pressed onto
the structured substrate (in our case a SU-8 layer containing waveguides)
with the coated surface, clamped together and put into a convection oven
for 1 hour at 60◦C (see Fig. (7.1)a and b).
The described procedure gave a high adhesion and a hermetically sealed
structure. No clogging of channels could be observed. The refractive in-
dex was determined to be ≈1.48 using a prism coupler, which ensured the
waveguiding properties of the integrated optical SU-8 waveguides (n=1.59).
It could be observed that after a few days some bonded devices showed
partial delamination of the SU-8 layer from the silicon wafer (probably due to
failure of the SU-8 processing). To take advantage of this effect the delami-
nation was supported by placing the structure in a low concentrated sodium
hydroxide solution over night at ambient temperature. Subsequently, the
SU-8 structure could be released without destruction and bonded to a sec-
ond PMMA lid with adhesive coating (Fig. (7.1)c and d), thus yielding a
fully transparent device.
7.2.2 Results and Discussion
This example of using adhesives for permanent sealing utilizes the strong
bonding between the materials. Polymer lids that contain standard threads
for interconnection can be produced using economic mass fabrication meth-
ods and can be directly attached to the microdevice. Further, apart from
only sealing of microfluidic systems, functional elements that have been
conventionally machined can be combined with the precision of cleanroom
structured devices. This combination of economic production and precise
fabrication opens new room for various applications.
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SU-8is spun onto an oxidized
silicon wafer and subsequently
structured with photolithography.
Additionally, a thin adhesive layer
is spun onto a PMMA substrate.
The PMMA lid is pressed onto the
SU-8 layer.
The adhesion between the
adhesive layer and the SU-8 is
strong enough to release the SU-8
from the silicon wafer.
A second PMMA substrate is
pressed onto the other SU-8 side
to seal the structure.
a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 7.1: Flow chart of the adhesive bonding procedure. For simple
sealing of an SU-8-silicon structure only steps a) and b) are necessary.
To embed SU-8 between two polymer substrates steps c) and d) have to
be conducted additionally.
Successful sealing of microstructures could be shown using this approach,
as depicted in Fig. (7.2) and Fig. (7.3). The former shows an ammonium
detection chip with integrated optical waveguides based on SU-8 fabrication
as described in Ch. (5). The device was sealed with a 1.5mm PMMA lid
that contained fluidic interconnections. Fig. (7.3) shows a similar chip type
with the SU-8 layer bonded between two PMMA layers. The latter version
was interconnected using a side connector as described in Ch. (8).
7.3 Thermal bonding
Bonding itself is a physico-chemical process where polymer chains of two
surfaces interact with each other. Thermal bonding offers the possibility of
bonding two polymer substrates without using adhesives. To seal a device
using thermal bonding, the substrates are pressed together and heated up
using a furnace or a heatable press. The high temperature, usually in the
range of the glass transition temperature of the polymer, increases the risk of
deformation of the substrates. In general, higher temperatures increase the
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Figure 7.2: PMMA lid bonded
to SU-8 layer that was previously
spun onto a silicon wafer and
structures by photolithography.
Figure 7.3: The adhesive bond-
ing strength was strong enough to
lift-off the SU-8 layer from the sil-
icon (compare to Fig. 7.2)and at-
tach it to a second PMMA sub-
strate.
bonding strength, which is, on the other hand, accompanied by a larger risk
deformation. Both, decreasing the bonding temperature or the necessary
applied bonding stress can help to minimize the deformation. However,
since it is more convenient to determine and control temperature compared
to force, the main effort should be put on the reduction of the bonding
temperature.
One method that allows to avoid heating the entire device during the
bonding process is laser bonding [103]. The beam of an infrared laser is fo-
cused on the contact plane of two substrates and scans selectively the areas
that should be bonded. Since the light has to permeate through the sub-
strate to selectively heat up the contact area, the absorbance of the light in
the contact area has to be several magnitudes larger than in the rest of the
material. This is achieved by spinning a thin layer of high absorptive poly-
mer onto the substrate surface prior to structuring. The spun substance can
for instance be dissolved substrate material, with small amounts of carbon
black added to increase the absorptivity. The advantage of laser bonding
is the selective and local heating of the substrates, which allows special ap-
plications. Laser bonding is a good alternative to adhesive bonding. It
requires, however, dedicated equipment and extra process steps.
Microwave bonding of polymer-based substrates uses the absorbance in a
thin metal film. The metal is deposited onto the polymer surface of one sub-
strate before the second substrate is applied. Polymers, such as PMMA, are
relatively transparent for microwaves at certain wavelengths, while the metal
layer is locally heated when microwave power is absorbed [104]. Depositing
the metal layer after structuring the substrate, causes heating of the entire
structured surface and can lead to deformation. Furthermore, the surface
becomes conductive (e.g. inside the microchannels) and the transparency
decreases, which represents a problem for electro osmotic flow and optical
detection. Processing the substrate after deposition can cause destruction
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of the metal layer and thereby failure of the bonding.
Another possibility that utilizes an intermediate layer is to use substrate
material with lower molecular weight [105]. With decreasing molecular
weight, the glass transition temperature also decreases and allows to use
lower bonding temperatures. While the intermediate layer is heated up to
its glass transition temperature this temperature is too low to deform the
substrate. To realize the intermediate layer, dissolved polymer is simply
spun onto the substrate surface.
7.3.1 Direct Thermal Bonding
Polymer microfluidic systems can be sealed using direct bonding at increased
temperatures. The material, heated up to close to its glass transition tem-
perature, becomes soft and the number of free polymer chains at the surface
increases. Thermal bonding is therefore preferably used for thermoplastic
polymers. Increasing the temperature, on the other hand, increases the risk
of deformation during the bonding process, as already mentioned. The de-
formation can appear as (lid) material that is pressed into a hollow structure
(e.g., a channel or cavity) or as straightforward deformation and distortion
of the substrate’s microstructure.
The most important balancing act for direct bonding is to yield a well
bonded seal on top of the produced PMMA system, while, on the other hand,
to avoid clogged microchannels within the system. There have been some
publication about direct bonding [106–109]. However, these publications did
not discuss the sealing of microsystem. Articles about bonding of relatively
sensitive microfluidic systems are rarer [110]. This work takes what is known
about direct bonding into account and additionally reports on the practical
experiences we had with the bonding of PMMA microfluidic systems.
Direct Bonding Technique
Direct bonding or glueless bonding is a technique to put a lid onto a struc-
tured microsystem. The two halves are first cleaned to a certain degree
and then put on top of each other in a hand-held vice grip, as depicted
in Fig. (7.4). The clamped halves are then set into an oven and heated
almost to the glass temperature of the used polymer, in this case PMMA.
They remain at the temperature for 2 h and are afterwards taken out of the
oven and cooled down to room temperature again. After that, they are in
principle ready to be used. However, an improved way of directly bonding
is to first anneal the bonded microsystem over night as described below.
Annealing
Polymer microdevices can be structured in many ways, for instance by laser
ablation, micromilling or embossing. Temperature gradients appearing dur-
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Figure 7.4: The photo displays our direct bonding equipment. In
the foreground there are five different PMMA plates that need to
be bonded together. To the left side of the photo, a bonding frame
can be seen. The five plates are set into the center area between
the four pins and held by the pins. In the corners of each plate, a
small rounding has been cut to allow the pins to hold the plates.
With the lid on top of the pins, the bonding frame is held in place
by a vice grip (No.7, Scangrip), shown to the right of the photo.
The vice grip had a reproducible setting force, so that always the
same force could be used to clamp the PMMA pieces.
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Figure 7.5: The photo shows a microchannel within a PMMA sys-
tem. The microchannel is surrounded by many small cracks that
most often are perpendicular to the channel. These cracks were
produced by not annealing the microsystem and afterwards clean-
ing the system with ethanol. The evaporation of the ethanol caused
the microsystem to contract too suddenly and led to cracks due to
the tensions in the system. Annealing would have balanced these
tensions.
ing these processes cause thermal stress. To produce a durable and insensi-
tive bonding, a machined microsystem should be annealed prior to bonding.
Annealing means, that the two PMMA halves, after structuring, are laid into
an oven overnight at elevated temperatures (but below the glass tempera-
tures) at, for instance, 80 ◦C and then slowly allowed to cool down cooled
down following a temperature program. In the course of the night, the poly-
mer microsystem’s polymer chains slowly relax into states with less tension.
After the chains have relaxed, the bonded microsystem is less sensitive
to other influences, for example less sensitive to being wiped with ethanol
to clean its surafce as shown in Fig. (7.5). Other advantages lie in the
possibility to process the microsystem after bonding, for instance, to drill
additional holes into the system. Every usage of the system will be more
robust after the system has been annealed. An examples in the literature is
the article from Yang et al. [111].
The ethanol used in Fig. (7.5) had the purpose to clean the surface from
condensed PMMA, as it appears during laser ablation [86], and to soak the
intermediate surface layer, since PMMA can be dissolved in organic solvents,
such as ethanol, and, more aggressively, in acetone. We found, however, that
no extra soaking and softening with the help of ethanol was necessary, since
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the PMMA could also be thermally bonded without ethanol. Thereafter, we
only used a low concentrated soap water solution to clean the microsystems.
Distortion-free Polymer Surfaces
Visual inspection is a typical means of observing failure in microfluidic sys-
tems. Furthermore, optical detection through transparent lids is a common
practice using microsystems in chemistry and biology. Especially in the lat-
ter approach, it is vital to have a distortion-free view. Direct contact of
the polymer substrates to rough surfaces, such as the metal frame, during
bonding should thus be avoided to eliminate embossing of the frame pattern
into the polymer. Here, glass as an intermediate layer between substrate
and frame can provide assistance.
Force Distribution
When pressing a microsystem together with a bonding frame and a vice grip,
as shown in Fig. (7.4), it can be problematic if the exerted forces are not
equally distributed on the microsystem halves. In this case, two sheets of a
rubber-like material can be of help. The rubber slides, for instance silicone
rubber, will distribute the exerted force well due to their elasticity.
A more equal force distribution can be achieved using a dedicated heat-
able press. However, we chose vice grips to apply the stress to be able to
fabricate many devices in parallel. Heating up the entire bonding setup fur-
ther ensures an equal temperature distribution in contrast to locally heated
plates of a press.
Experiments and Results
Prior to discussing the influence of certain parameters on the bonding quality
the terminology should be clarified. Bonding stress is the mechanical stress
applied to the substrates by pressing them together during the bonding pro-
cess (unit: N/mm2). Bond or bonding strength (both used equivalently) is
the maximum force a bond of a certain area can withstand before yielding
(unit: MPa). As the result of a force being applied to a bonded area bonding
strain can be observed.
To examine the quality of the bonding, we built an experimental set-
up, where several bonding parameters, such as temperature T and bonding
stress p could be changed. The basic materials for the set-up were two
PMMA halves, one PMMA slide with a hole of 4mm in the center, and a
second circular piece with a diameter of 16.46mm, as depicted in Fig. (7.6).
By bonding the circular piece centered onto the slide over the through hole,
the effective bond area is 2 cm2.
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throughhole
lid
Figure 7.6: The two-part bonding test structure consisted of a
2x4 cm large PMMA slide containing a 4mm center hole and a
circular lid with a 2 cm2 area (ø = 16.46mm). The thickness of
both parts was 1.5mm
After bonding the two PMMA pieces, the quality of the bond was tested
in a bonding frame set-up shown in Fig. (7.7), into which the bonded sample
was inserted as drawn in Fig. (7.8)
An attached load cell measured the force that was exerted on a bolt,
which pressed on the inside of the sample’s circular lid. Using a strain curve,
as displayed in Fig. (7.9), the maximum bonding strength was obtained. A
force is applied to a small spot, which results in a local deformation. This
so called peeling stress is known as unfavorable stress for bondings and is
also typical for high pressurized microfluidic channels that are sealed with
a lid. In contrast to often used standard pulling tests, our method therefore
gives a more realistic estimate of the bonding quality under conditions as
encountered in microfluidics systems.
How much the bonding strain of the system changed when varying the
bonding stress is shown in Fig. (7.10). The stress of the clamp does not
seem to have a great influence on the bonding quality. Rather it seems to
be important that there is some kind of clamping action at all, which should
be higher than about 0.94 bar.
The change in bonding temperature was tested in another experiment.
When the temperature rises between 100 and 120 ◦C, the bonding strength
increases from 5 to 15N/mm2, as displayed in Fig. (7.11). However, just
below 100 ◦C the quality of the bonding strength dropped from 5 to almost
0N/mm2. This means that the bonding temperature has a very strong
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Figure 7.7: The photo shows our bonding force set-up clamped
into a vice. The clamped part held the microsystem being tested,
while the cylindrical part next to it on the right could be could
be screwed into the holder. To the utmost right was a load cell
(ELA-B1E-500N, Entran, Ludwigshafen, Germany), that exerted
a certain force on the test system. It was possible to record the
forces on-line as shown in Fig. (7.9). The technical drawing in
Fig. (7.8) explains the details of this photo.
sample
frame
holder
bolt
hollowscrew
load cell
Figure 7.8: The technical drawing shows the details of Fig. (7.7)
and depicts the bonding force set-up as a cross-sectional view. The
very left shows a test sample inserted into a frame. To the right, a
load cell mounted inside a holder with an attached hollow screw is
shown. Screwing the entire holder with the screw into the sample
frame moves the bolt towards the sample, pressing itself onto the
load cell. Further screwing applies a stress through the hole to
the sample’s lid, as can be seen in the inset. This stress can be
determined with the load cell.
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Figure 7.9: This graph shows a typical strain curve recorded by
the load cell of Fig. (7.7) and Fig. (7.8). The strain itself is not
important to determine the bond strength. In fact, it is the stress,
at which the maximum strain is recorded that equals the bonding
strength. The graph shows a typical rising load until the circular
lid suddenly fell off and the load dropped down to a certain small
noise level. The stress scale is arbitrary since the direct output of
the load cell is shown, which is a voltage.
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Figure 7.10: The quality of the PMMA bond is shown on the y-
axis as the bonding strain, while the x-axis shows the change of the
exerted stress during bonding on the circular lid. The temperature
was kept constant at T = 110 ◦C. Beside s certain variation, all
data over 0.4N/mm2 show an almost constant bonding quality of
about 30MPa with some added noise.
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Figure 7.11: The graph shows an increasing bonding strength at
elevated temperatures. The stress was kept constant at 0.94 bar.
The glass temperature of PMMA is about 105 ◦C and lies in the
center of the temperature variation. At smaller temperatures, the
bonding strain is equal to zero and rising relatively fast at just
below 100 ◦C. To achieve a bond, a certain minimum temperature
is required. On the other hand, at elevated temperatures, the bond
strength seems to reach a maximum level.
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Figure 7.12: The buckling graph makes a statement of how deep
the circular lid was extending into the circular hole beneath it at
its deepest point. A single microsystem was produced and the
bonding stress for the system was measured. The popped off lid of
the system was then cut through and it was measured how deep
the lid buckled in the hole. For these measurements, we used a
microscope with a built-in eyepiece graticule.
influence on the bonding of the two PMMA parts and that the temperature
should be just below the glass temperature of the polymer.
Judging from Fig. (7.10) and Fig. (7.11) we conclude that bonding stress
is necessary, but the amount of stress is not as important. The stress should
not be too high to avoid deforming of the microchannels in the system.
At the same time, the bonding temperature is relatively important and
should be kept at temperatures just below the glass temperature to keep
the form of the microchannels, but also to provide a good bonding. A
result that shows how deep the PMMA lid buckled into the opening beneath
it is shown in Fig. (7.12). Within the examined region, the buckling into
the microchannel is almost linear with the bonding stress. The higher the
bonding stress, the deeper the PMMA plate buckled into the central opening.
When a polymer sheet buckles into a hole or microchannel, it will eventually
clog the underlying space. However, from Fig. (7.10) we remember that the
strength was almost independent of the stress. Thus, it would be a good
choice to use as little stress as possible to bond a microsystem.
The risk of clogging can further be influenced by the geometry of the
structure. Interestingly, when the cavity below the PMMA is open at the
sides of the system, then the polymer sheet does not buckle as much into the
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system. An explanation of this phenomena can be found in the air inside
the closed cavity: during heating the air expands and diffuses into the gap
between the, at this point, yet unbonded lid and substrate. After bonding,
the device is cooled down and the expanded air is trapped in the gap (can
sometimes be seen as small air bubbles). Inside the cavity an underpressure
is generated which might deform the still soft polymer. This means that, if
possible, the microchannels should have an opening, such as a connector, to
the sides to allow possible over- or underpressures to be equalized.
Fig. (7.12) and Fig. (7.10) can be taken together to find a good bonding
stress value. From Fig. (7.10) we saw that the bonding stress did not have a
great influence on the bonding strain. However, Fig. (7.12) showed that the
PMMA lid buckled into the underlying cavity and reduced its volume more
and more. From these graphs we conclude that bonding stress values up to
8 bar are good values for the PMMA that we used.
Materials
Although the experimental data were acquired using PMMA samples, ther-
mal bonding was also tested with other polymers. Adjusting the bonding
temperature to the particular glass temperature of the individual materials,
good bonding qualities could be achieved.
It is, however, relevant to note, that parameters showing good bonding
results for a number of experiments are not unalterably valid for the entire
polymer type. In fact, it could be observed, that the bonding behavior
varied in a wide range for different batches of the same material. Production
modifications at the manufacturer side can cause manifold changes of the
material’s properties and are well known in research. Thus, the present
results have rather to be seen as a guidance than a determination of universal
values.
Another observed problem were non-sticking coatings deposited onto the
polymer surfaces. The purpose of this coatings is to relieve the removal of
the protective foils polymer plates are usually provided with. It is obvious
that these coatings are not conducive to the bonding process. As a remedy,
grinding the surfaces can remove the coating but influences the transparency
and is by itself a time consuming procedure. Chemical treatment can cause
equal problems as described above. Thorough wiping with a soap water
drenched lint-free tissue prior to structuring gave acceptable results in this
work. A more sophisticated method is the use of plasma to enhance the
bonding, as described further below.
Alignment
In contrast to sealing single substrates, bonding of more than one layer
requires precise alignment of the individual structures during the bonding
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twostructures aligned to each other
dowel pin
Figure 7.13: Bonding frame with fixed alignment pins. During
heating, the polymer expands more than the metal which can lead
to buckling of the microstructure.
process. Dowel pins offer a simple way to establish the alignment of the
layers with respect to the bonding frame and to themselves, as Fig. (7.13)
shows. However, a tight fit during the entire bonding procedure can lead
to problems. The bonding frame is usually machined from metal, e.g. alu-
minium, while the layers consist of polymer. Heating up the setup leads
to differential expansion of the materials due to their individual thermal
expansion coefficients (aluminium: 23 ·10−6K−1, PMMA: 85 ·10−6K−1, glass:
4 . . . 8 ·10−6K−1). The larger expansion of the polymer results in mechanical
stress, deformation and, consequently, in failure of the bonding. This can be
avoided by removing the alignment pins after the layers have been fixed in
position by the applied external pressure, which requires, however, a more
sophisticated bonding frame. The use of dowel pins whose lengths do not
exceed the structure’s thickness, and thus are not in contact with the frame,
is another possibility to prevent problems due to different expansions, as
depicted in Fig. (7.14).
7.3.2 Plasma Enhanced Thermal Bonding
As a conclusion from the previous section, the bonding temperature has a
major impact on the resulting bonding strength. A temperature close to
the glass temperature ensures a high bonding strength but, on the other
hand, increases the risk for deformation. It is, however, necessary to apply
a certain stress to join the substrates. Consequently, optimizing the bonding
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bondingframe
structure
dowel pin
Figure 7.14: Short dowel pins are not in contact with the metal
and thus prevent any restriction of the microstructure’s expansion.
parameters can be a time consuming process that has to be repeated for each
individual material combination. Hence, activating the material’s surface to
reduce the necessary bonding temperature can help to reduce the number
of critical parameters and to simplify the bonding procedure.
In the field of microfluidics, the process of surface activation for bonding
purposes is mainly known from silicone (PDMS) devices. Here, the surface
is oxidized using, for instance, strong acids [112] or plasma [104, 113–116].
The plasma can be generated using a designated plasma asher [113, 114],
a microwave oven [104, 115] or a tesla coil [116]. In this work, the latter
approach is investigated since it represents an economic alternative to ex-
pensive equipment and can easily be applied in a conventional laboratory.
Safety rules, however, have to be considered.
bonding must be simple, just use an oven, clamp it, stress does not
matter and temp can be adjusted easily in comparison to force
Activating the substrate surface by oxidation can be a further method
to decrease the bonding temperature. A well know example in the field of
microfluidic devices is the oxidation of PDMS surfaces to directly bond two
substrates. The oxidation is mainly done with oxygen plasmas but acids
also can be used.
In this work we are investigating the impact of plasma on the bonding
temperature of various polymers using thermal bonding. The plasma is
thereby generated by sparks
Setup and Experiments
After proper cleaning of the test structures, the samples were applied to
the plasma generated by corona discharge. To create the corona discharge,
a chopper circuit in combination with an ignition coil a generated a high
voltage of ≈60.000V. The voltage was applied between two electrodes that
were fixed inside an insulated chamber, as shown in Fig. (7.15). The chamber
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sample
Figure 7.15: Two fixed electrodes inside an insulated chamber pro-
vided a corona discharge above the surface of a test structure. The
sample was placed onto a small plastic box to lift it up close to the
sparks. Moving the chamber with the electrodes allowed to apply
the discharge cloud to the sample’s entire surface area.
with the electrodes could be moved, which allowed to apply the discharge
cloud to the entire surface area of the sample for approximately 10 s. A
distance of 5mm between sparks and substrate surface was observed to be
sufficient small for treatment and large enough to avoid thermal impact.
To determine the impact a plasma has on the bonding strength, the
setups described in Sec. (7.3.1) were used.
Results and Discussion
The plasma treatment of the sample surface allowed to decrease the bonding
temperature from just below the glass transition temperature of approxi-
mately 110 ◦C down to 85 ◦C achieving equal bonding strengths to those ob-
tained with direct bonding at higher temperatures, as shown in Fig. (7.16)
and Fig. (7.11). Since deformation of the polymers at these temperatures is
negligible, the applied bonding stress is not longer a critical factor. In fact,
a comparably large bonding stress can be used to ensure proper bonding
without increasing the risk of deformation. Moreover, the low bonding tem-
perature itself further decreases the risk of deformation and internal stress
due to the lower thermal expansion of the polymer.
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Figure 7.16: Plasma treatment prior to thermal bonding allows a
decrease of the bonding temperature by 20 ◦C achieving bonding
strengths in the same range of the strength obtained with direct
bonding at higher temperatures (compare to Fig. (7.11)).
7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we discussed the possibilities to seal polymer-based microflu-
idic systems. An adhesive bonding method was presented that allows bond-
ing at ambient temperature. Furthermore, this method enables to combine
cleanroom fabricated devices with conventionally machined polymer sub-
strates, which ensures economical production.
Direct thermal bonding was investigated and the bonding strengths de-
pending on bonding temperature and bonding stress were obtained using
a custom made setup. Additionally, the deformation with respect of these
parameters was determined. As a conclusion it can be drawn that with
increasing temperature and stress the bonding strength, but, on the other
hand, also the risk of deformation increases. At constant temperature, how-
ever, an increase of bonding stress does not lead to an improve of bonding
strength, but, on the other hand, a certain temperature is required to achieve
a bond at all.
To minimize the risk of deformation, a corona discharge treatment of the
substrate surface prior to bonding was examined. Using this approach, the
required minimum temperature could be reduced by approximately 20 ◦C
obtaining equal strengths as if using the former method at elevated temper-
atures.
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7.5 Outlook
Since more and more microsystems are fabricated in polymers, the investi-
gations that were performed using PMMA will be extended to other plastics.
As shown, the bonding strength depends on various parameters. One
goal is to establish a bonding technique that is insensitive to small changes
in these parameters, namely bonding stress and bonding temperature. In
a first step, this was achieved by the use of a plasma. Subsequently, it is
necessary to describe the procedure of the plasma enhanced bonding method
more in detail allowing to introduce a recipe that can be reproducibly applied
by users.
To approve the use of adhesive bonding methods for lab-on-a-chip de-
vices, a systematic investigation of the impact adhesives have on chemical
and biological samples has to be conducted. This will allow to apply spe-
cific adhesives resulting in easy sealing of devices without concerns about
contamination by the bonding process.
Chapter 8
Fluidic Interconnections
8.1 Introduction
Interfacing microdevices to the macro world is still a challenge. In the case of
Lab-on-a-Chip devices, the microsystems may contain electrical, mechanical
or fluidic components, for instance. In comparison to electrical contacts,
fluidic connections are more problematic. Requirements such as low dead
volumes, operation over a wide pressure range, or chemical resistivity are
hard to align with an inexpensive and simple design.
Although the main focus in the field of microfluidic devices is on the de-
vices and their various functionalities, a number of solutions for microfluidic
interfacing have been developed. An overview of the different approaches
has recently been published by Fredrickson and Fan [117].
In general, fluidic interconnections can be divided into permanent and
non-permanent connections. In the former approach, adhesives are mainly
used to bond thin tubes onto or into holes that have been fabricated into a
substrate and are connected to the internal fluidic network. Often, the cross-
sectional shape of the channels does not fit or correspond to the shape of the
tube, depending on the method that was used to fabricate the channel. This
mismatch typically results in a gap. Gluing a tube into place bears the risk
of clogging a connection due to glue that is drawn into the gap by capillary
forces. Depending on the design, the glue forms cones around the connection
tube, and the spatial extent of this glue cone limits the minimum distance
between adjacent connections (see Fig. 8.1). As a remedy for the clogging
problem, highly viscous glue could be used, but the complexity of the gluing
process makes it uneconomical if many connections have to be made. On
the other hand, a lot of effort has been put into modifying the shape of
the interconnection to allow a better fit and thereby reduce the risk of clog-
ging by adhesives. Gray et al. [118] reported on a deep reactive ion etched
(DRIE) coupling structure to bond standard capillaries directly to a sili-
con substrate using adhesives. The The MEMS fabricated fitting structure
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substratematerial
(eg. Si, glass)
through-holefluidic channel
through-hole
tubes
cone of glue
Figure 8.1: Gluing is a commonly used method for fluidic inter-
connection of microstructures. Tubes are glued onto or directly
into through-holes or channels. Using this method involves a high
risk of clogging by glue that is drawn into the channel by capillary
forces.
allowed a direct attachment of capillaries, which were then fixed with ad-
hesives. Further, they combined DRIE and injection molding to fabricate a
press-fit silicon/plastic coupler. In 2001, Meng et al. [119] attached capillar-
ies to cleanroom processed coupling structures and bonded these structures
to a substrate using a thermoplastic spray-coating technique. Both groups
used advanced fabrication technologies in combination with glue to achieve
a matching fit to the substrate and cement the interconnection. However,
the risk of clogging prevails. Bings et al. [120] directly drilled bottom-flat
holes into the edge of glass substrates to access the channels and then glued
in silica capillaries using thermoplastic adhesive. This method shows an
easy possibility of a direct side interconnection. Yet, there is a high risk
of delamination of the bonded substrates due to strong shear forces, and
clogging of the channels by debris, both resulting from the drilling process.
Puntambekar [121] reported in 2001 on flanging PEEKTM (polyetherether-
ketone) tubes to produce a permanent connection. This method avoids the
use of adhesives. The interconnection, however, is part of the fabrication
sequence of the microfluidic device, which complicates the process.
Non-permanent connections, on the other hand, use a soft intermedi-
ate element in combination with mechanical stress to ensure a sealed con-
nection. Commonly used elements are, for instance, o-rings or membrane
gaskets. In this method, the microstructure with through-holes is pressed
against a holder, which contains connection holes. Tightness is ensured by
o-rings placed between structure and holder (see Fig. 8.2). To keep the o-
rings aligned, grooves can be fabricated around the connection holes. Due
to limited deformation capabilities of the o-rings, it is mandatory that all
grooves have exactly the same depth. In case of more than one connec-
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microfluidicdevice
o-ring
holder
tubing
Figure 8.2: O-rings are placed in a concentric groove around the
interconnection holes. The microfluidic device is pressed with its
through-holes onto the o-rings, which seal the interconnection.
tion this becomes even more important because a varying distance between
microstructure and holder would not be compensated for. Further, an asym-
metric distribution of o-rings on the holder leads to different pressures ap-
plied to the individual o-rings. All these circumstances make the fabrication
and operation more difficult.
Nittis et al. [122] designed a holder that completely enclosed a fluidic
mixing chip and applied a silicone membrane as intermediate sealing element
between substrate and standard fittings. However, using a gasket-like sealing
over a large area requires a large compression force and therefore a rigid,
mechanically stable housing to ensure a tight connection. This, on the
other hand, makes it difficult to access the device for optical inspection
or detection. The number of applications tolerating this kind of packaging
is therefore limited.
Perozziello et al. [123] developed an integrated elastomer connection that
allows easy connectivity. Tubes can be plugged directly into the connector
and sealing is ensured due to its elastic properties.
Instead of using o-rings or an elastomer membrane, another versatile
approach are soft tubes that are pressed against the substrate. Silicone
rubber tubes, for instance, are resistant to a broad range of chemicals, to
temperatures between −60 and 250 ◦C and available in various dimensions,
with inner diameters smaller than 100µm.
The principle of a fluidic side-connector using flexible tubes as sealing
elements was patented in 2001 by one of the authors [124]. In 2002, Yang
[125] reported on a microfluidic socket prototype for wafer side filling using
long silicone tubes that were aligned with a holder.
Since the tube connector was patented in 2001 the field of microfluidics
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has undergone a development from purely fundamental research towards
more applications, especially in the fields of biology, biomedicine and chem-
istry. Hence, there is a demand for interconnections to chips in a variety
of scientific fields. At the same time, as mentioned above, there are still
numerous practical problems with interconnects that probably prevent a
faster spreading of the use of microchips in general. We think, therefore, it
is very relevant to show an in-depth treatment on the tube connectors, which
have been employed in various applications in our lab showing their supe-
rior handling capability and performance in everyday use. Furthermore, we
examined the tube connector from a theoretical point of view and compared
it with other, non-permanent interconnections.
8.2 Design and Fabrication
Since neither gluing nor o-rings are fully satisfactory for rapid and reli-
able fluidic connections, a different design was examined. The principle is
sketched in Fig. 8.3 and uses short pieces of flexible tubing that is available in
various dimensions and many different materials. These tube-pieces, which
are cut from a long tube, are plugged into a bottom-flat hole. In the center
of this hole another hole with a smaller diameter is drilled. This establishes
the connection to a standard thread that is cut into the connector from the
backside. The length of the tube-piece exceeds the hole’s depth so that a
small part will protrude out of the hole.
A microsystem with a through-hole that is pressed against the connec-
tor will compress the tube about the length of the extension (see Fig. 8.3).
Due to its elasticity the tube will seal the connection. In comparison to o-
rings the tube is more deformable, which results in a better sealing quality.
This also means a better tolerance towards angular misalignment between
the microsystem and the holder. In fact, to align device and holder, sim-
ple alignment structures (e.g., dowel pins) can be integrated and provide
sufficient accuracy.
However, all these principles are applied to devices that are provided with
through-holes to allow access to the channel from the top or the bottom of
the device. A number of different techniques to prepare these through-holes
is used, all with their advantages and disadvantages. Holes in silicon sub-
strates are typically etched, while polymer holes are drilled or laser ablated.
Holes in glass substrates are either etched, laser ablated or drilled. Whereas
etching produces high quality holes, for a moderate number of holes drilling
is a faster process. However, it should be used with care when glass is the
substrate to avoid cracking. Laser ablation requires an expensive setup and
is not available in every laboratory. Finally, the lid containing through-holes
typically needs to be aligned to the structured substrate. Hence, fabrication
of through-holes is, dependent on the material, a complicated and time-
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Figure 8.3: Cross-sectional sketch of a simple tube-sealing inter-
connection: a tube, whose length exceeds the depth of the hole, is
inserted into a bottom-flat hole (a). Subsequently, a microfluidic
device is pressed onto the tube and establishes a sealed intercon-
nection (b).
consuming process.
One way to avoid through-holes altogether is to make use of the small
available sizes and the flexibility of the silicone tubes to directly attach them
to the side of a flat microstructure. Channels that are connected to the flu-
idic network just have to be continued to the edge of the microsystem. After
bonding a lid onto the substrate, dicing of the chip will automatically result
in side-openings to which the tubes can be connected. Figure 8.4 shows the
construction of a side-connector for a flat fluidic microstructure indicating
how channel and tube are aligned using the holder. The simple construction
of the side connector allows fabrication with conventional mechanical equip-
ment. Furthermore, various standard fittings can be attached by drilling
an appropriate thread. For larger number production of the holder, poly-
mer mass production technology, as for instance injection molding, can be
applied.
Usage of entire silicone tubes instead of tube pieces, as Yang et al. [125]
reported, simplifies the fabrication of an holder even more. Cutting of small
tube pieces can be avoided and drilling is reduced to simple through-holes
containing the tubes. However, fixing the tubes in the holder either leads
to a compression of the tubes, or necessitates the use of adhesives. Another
disadvantage of long soft tubes is their sensitivity to high pressure, which
would lead to an expansion of the soft tubes. This expansion increases the
volume and adds a fluidic capacitance (compliance) to the system.
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connection hole with
standard thread
Figure 8.4: Side connector principle with elastomer tubes. For
alignment, the microsystem is inserted into a groove and pressed
against the tube to achieve sealing. A through hole establishes a
connection to a standard fitting.
8.3 Theory
Our objective is to calculate the limits of the proposed connections in term
of tightness. When the tube is subjected to a compressive load its length
will decrease. The amount of reduction is called total strain (∆l), while the
reduction per unit length is called unit strain (ε).
The relation between the unit strain and the total strain is given by
ε =
∆l
l
, (8.1)
where l is the initial length of the tube. We apply a load to the tube by
pressing a microdevice with its channel opening towards the tube, using
a force F (see Fig. 8.5). The maximum load that can be applied to the
tube is the load that reduces the tube by l0, which it the length of the
tube’s extension. Any additional force is absorbed by the holder and further
compression is inhibited since device and holder are in contact. The unit
strain of the tube is related to the stress acting onto the tube by the equation
σ = Eε, (8.2)
where σ is the compressive stress andE is Young’s modulus of the silicone
tube. Considering that the stress is related to the load given by the following
equation
σ =
F
Ac
, (8.3)
where F is the applied load and Ac is the contact area between the
microstructure and the tube defined by
Ac =
pi(d2out − d2h)
4
, (8.4)
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Figure 8.5: A tube with an initial length l (a) is compressed by
the maximum applicable force Fmax about its extension length l0.
l0 in this case is equal to the total lateral strain ∆l.
with dout the outer diameter of the silicone tube and dh the inner diam-
eter of the microdevice’s through-hole, the maximum load Fmax applicable
to the tube can thus be calculated by
Fmax = σmaxAc = εmaxEAc =
l0EAc
l
. (8.5)
The purpose of a fluidic interconnection is to ensure a sealed contact
between the system and the external tube. Of course, to reach a tight
contact the pressure of the liquid inside the channel should be the same or
smaller than the pressure resulting from the mechanical stress of the sealed
connection. From Eq. 8.5 we know that the maximum applicable stress is
σmax =
l0E
l
. (8.6)
Therefore, the maximum pressure that the liquid may have while still en-
suring a sealed connection is
pliquidmax ≤ σmax = l0E
l
. (8.7)
The pressure inside a microfluidic channel can be determined by
pliquid = RliquidQ, (8.8)
where Rfluidic is the hydraulic resistance and Q is the flow rate [22].
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Figure 8.6: An applied stress σ results in a total lateral strain ∆q.
As a consequence, the tube obstructs further passage once the total
lateral strain equals the inner tube diameter. Additionally, a more
realistic distribution of the lateral strain is implied by the dashed
curvatures.
The hydraulic resistance inside a microfluidic channel with rectangular
cross-section depends on its geometry and on the viscosity of the liquid:
R =
12µL
wh3
, (8.9)
where L is the length, w the width and h the height of the channel, and
µ the viscosity of the liquid.1
The internal pressure pint depending on the flow rate Q for a specific
channel geometry can then be calculated using
pint =
12µL
wh3
Q. (8.10)
Finally, the above derived relations can be summarized to
pint =
12µL
wh3
Q < pext =
Fmax
Ac
, (8.11)
where Ac is, again, the contact area between connector and device.
Another important consideration concerns the change of the thickness
of the tube-wall as a result of the compression of the tube. Fig. 8.6 shows
the relation between stress and resulting strain. A load applied to the tube
compresses the tube with the initial length l by the total strain ∆l. As a
consequence of the incompressibility of the elastomeric tube material, the
thickness q of the tube-wall will increase by the total lateral strain ∆q.
As a result of the tight fit of the tube inside the bottom-flat hole, which
prevents any outward expansion, the inner tube diameter din decreases and
1Eq. 8.9 is strictly only valid for w À h
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can lead to obstruction of the tube. The relation between lateral strain (εl)
and axial strain (ε) is
εl = −νε (8.12)
with ν the Poisson ratio of the silicone tube.
The total lateral strain, in our case, is equal to the change of thickness
of the tube wall ∆q.
∆q = εlq (8.13)
where q is the original wall thickness of the tube. Together with Eq. 8.1, we
can write
∆q
q
= νε⇒ ∆q
q
= ν
∆l
l
⇒ ∆q = ν q∆l
l
. (8.14)
Eq. 8.14 shows that a longer tube and a thinner tube wall decrease the
risk for obstruction. Regarding the strain, the length of the extension should
also be minimized. As mentioned above, however, the applicable hydraulic
pressure also depends on the extension length. Therefore, a general rule of
thumb for optimized applicable parameters cannot be given, but optimiza-
tion rather needs to be performed for the individual designs or applications.
In contrast to a simplified rectangular extension geometry as commonly
used to derive the theory, the real deformation geometry is more complex
and a more detailed treatment is beyond the scope of this work. A more
realistic distribution of the lateral strain, however, is a curved profile as
depicted by the dashed lines in Fig. 8.6. As a consequence, the total strain is
accumulated and increases (denoted ∆q′ in Fig. 8.6). Measurements showed
that a safety factor of two in addition to a linear strain calculated from the
rectangular model is a sufficient estimate to avoid obstruction.
8.4 Measurements and Results
To be able to compare the tube connector to other connection methods,
five different test-chips were developed. Each chip, as schematically shown
in Fig. 8.7, consisted of a structured silicon substrate with through-holes.
Common MEMS fabrication methods were used to concentrically deposit
circular gold-coils around the through-holes onto the substrate surface. Flu-
idic channels with different geometries and dimensions covering a wide range
of fluidic resistances were etched into the backside of the silicon using an ad-
vanced silicon etcher (Fig. 8.7b). The channel dimensions for the individual
chips and their corresponding hydraulic resistance are listed in Table 8.1.
Finally, a glass lid was bonded anodically to the substrate to seal the struc-
ture.
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chip 1-6 chip 7-9 chip 10-12 chip13-15 chip 0, 16
channel length (µm) 12 105 105 12 12
channel height (µm) 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.15
channel width (µm) 100 100 100 100 100
resistance (Pa s/m3) 2.59E+11 2.53E+12 5.05E+12 5.77E+11 9.62E+11
Table 8.1: Geometric dimensions of the microchannels for the five
chip types and their hydraulic resistances (calculations based on
Eq. 8.10).
PDMS gasket o-ring silicone tube
length: 20mm outer radius: 1.75mm outer radius: 0.7mm
width: 10mm inner radius: 1.25mm inner radius: 0.3mm
thickness: 0.42mm thickness: 1.22mm
area: 200mm2 area: 4.71mm2 area: 1.25mm2
Table 8.2: Dimensions of the different interconnection types. The
contact area is used to calculate the stress that has to be applied
to achieve a tight sealing
The chip was then inserted into a holder that provided different inter-
connection types. In this work, we compared o-rings and a PDMS-gasket
to silicone tubes. Syringe pumps forced liquid through the chips at various
flow rates. To counterbalance the internal pressure calculated from these
flow rates using Eq. 8.10, an external stress of the same magnitude was ap-
plied to the interconnections. A spring in combination with four screws was
used to generate the stress, as depicted in Fig. 8.8. Fastening the four screws
resulted in compression of the spring and therefore higher stress applied to
the interconnection. Information on the applied stress could be obtained
via an integrated force sensor and taking the contact areas of the different
interconnections into consideration. Table 8.2 shows the dimensions and
the resulting contact areas of the different interconnection types that were
tested.
After adjustment of the external stress to balance the internal pressure,
the flow rate was increased until leakage was observed. A leakage at the
connector-chip-junction was detected by measuring the electrical conduc-
tance between adjacent coils. As liquid an aqueous soap solution was used,
which, in case of leakage, passed over the coils and immediately resulted in
an increased conductance. The distance of 100µm between the individual
coils ensured a high sensitivity even for small leakage rates.
The symbols in Fig. 8.9 show the pressure at which the connections
failed and leakage was detected. For each testchip design, corresponding
to different pressure ranges, all connection types were tested. Even though
different pressure ranges were investigated only the pressures where leakage
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Figure 8.7: Concentric coils around the through-holes were used to
measure the conductance and thus detect leakage of the intercon-
nections (a). Channels with different dimensions etched into the
backside of the silicon allowed measurements for various fluidic
resistances (b).
was first detected for the different connectors are displayed in Fig. 8.9. These
pressures are just slightly above the maximum achievable pressures, which
cannot be measured directly. What can be seen in Fig. 8.9 is that the
theoretical predictions, represented by the lines, are matched nicely by the
measured values.
Furthermore, the measurements show that the silicone tubes ensured a
sealed contact even at high pressures. No leakage was detected using silicone
tubes and applied pressures of up to 1.23 MPa. Meanwhile, o-rings provide
a seal until a pressure of 0.14 MPa is reached, whereas PDMS gaskets start
leaking already at pressures of 0.01MPa. In the case of gaskets, the large
contact area between the chip and the interconnection requires a high ex-
ternal force to ensure that the external pressure is higher than the internal
pressure of the chip, as dictated by Eq. 8.5. This, on the other hand, might
deform the package and cause leakage. The silicone tubes, however, show
the advantage that they, to a certain extent, can compensate deformation of
the package. In fact, the tubes follow deflections of the package maintain-
ing an adherent contact to the chip, while the o-rings seem to suffer from
any inhomogeneous distribution of the stress inside the package and a de-
formation of the structure. A side connector offers the same feasibility with
regard to sealing if the applied parameters are equal to those of a through
hole connector. The displayed results therefore are also fully valid for side
interconnections.
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Figure 8.8: Schematic view of the experimental setup: test chips
are fitted to different types of interconnections. To be able to
measure the stress applied to the different interconnections, a force
sensor in combination with a spring and four tightening screws are
used.
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Figure 8.9: The above graph shows the theoretical prediction com-
pared to the measured values for three different types of intercon-
nections: o-rings, PDMS gaskets and tubes. The lines represent
the calculated values of the internal pressure for different chan-
nel geometries. The datapoints (symbols) represent the maximum
measured pressure at which leakage was first detected from the in-
terconnection. For the o-rings two sets of data for different series
of test-chips are displayed.
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8.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a fluidic interconnection that allows to fluidi-
cally access channels via commonly used through holes as well as via a side
connector. A theoretical model was developed that estimated the maximum
sealing pressure of various connection types. Further, we designed a test
setup to determine the maximum sealing pressure at multiple flow-rates to
be able to compare the results with the theoretical predictions. Finally, we
showed that the sealing qualities of the tube connectors are superior to those
of the other tested interconnections.
8.6 Outlook
Although the presented interconnection represents a straightforward ap-
proach some remarks will be made on future topics. Based on the elas-
tomeric tube, a removable, self-adhering connector will be designed that is
attached to the microfluidic device. The challenge of this design is to evac-
uate a chamber inside the connector itself and to use this vacuum to keep
the connector in position. Even though this approach is rather a new ap-
plication than an improvement of the above presented topic, several aspects
are taken from the tube connector principle.
Chapter 9
Integration
9.1 The Aim of Integration
The aim of miniaturization was already discussed in Ch. (1). The advantages
that can be achieved by integrating multiple functionalities into a single de-
vice are accompanied by a high complexity. The problems that can occur
based on this complexity are in general expressed by an incompatibility of
fabrication methods. The various employed principles that were developed
over the years in fluidic handling, detection or sensing showed already as dis-
crete functionalities challenges and were difficult to achieve. Consequently,
the focus was put on the development of individual functions and integra-
tion issues were neglected and received a low priority. As a result, research
groups used many different technologies for fabrication that often are not
compatible among each other.
As mentioned earlier, this work tries to assess at this point to develop
components with respect to compatibility and integration. In this chap-
ter two applications are presented that use the elements and approaches
developed during this project and demonstrate their practical use and ca-
pabilities.
9.2 Application Example 1: Berthie - A Polymer
Microfluidic Analysis System for the Detec-
tion of Ammonia
At the beginning of this PhD project, a microsystem to detect ammonia in
aqueous solutions was designed using a colorimetric reaction, the Berthelot
reaction.
The concentration of ammonia in water is an important parameter when
judging water quality. Building a micro-total-analysis system for ammonia
measurements should make a more continuous and widespread control of
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ammonia levels in water possible.
The system was fabricated using a one-step photolithographic process as
described in Ch. (5) in combination with two different bonding approaches
as presented in Ch. (7).
mixer mixer mixer
product1 product2 product3
reagent1 reagent2 reagent3
detection
cell
sample
micro-ammonia-meter
waste
l =632 nm
light
absorbance
Figure 9.1: Reaction model of the Berthelot reaction: three
reagents are successively mixed with the sample and result in a
color change of the liquid if ammonia is present, which subsequently
can be detected by absorption measurements.
In the microfluidic device, ammonia is detected with a colorimetric
method. Ammonia reacts with several reagents to form a blue dye, which in
turn is detected by optical absorption measurements. The sequence of nec-
essary reactions is known as the Berthelot reaction, as schematically shown
in Fig. (9.1).
Fig. (9.3) shows two versions of the device. The left picture depicts
a photolithographically structured SU-8 layer on a silicon substrate that
is sealed with a polymer lid. In the right photograph the SU-8 layer is
embedded between two PMMA layer using the method described in Ch. (7).
Although the level of integration is relatively low and external devices are
required to actually perform analysis, this example shows the combination
of fluidics and optics integrated in a single device. Furthermore, simple pro-
cesses are applied to fabricate the system that prove the individual working
principle and compatibility of the used approaches.
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Figure 9.2: Mask design of the Berthelot reaction chip. After the
reagents and the sample are introduced into the corresponding in-
lets mixing is conducted by diffusion in meanders before wave-
guides provide absorbance detection. The different absorbance
cells are for optimizing the optical path length.
Figure 9.3: Two versions of the Berthie chip. Left: SU-8 on sil-
icon sealed with polymer lid, right: SU-8 embedded between two
PMMA layer.
9.3 Application Example 2: BIOXTAS- An Inte-
grated Small Angle X-ray Scattering Analysis Chip for Pro-
tein Analysis
Proteins are dynamic macromolecules that can undergo conformational
changes or form complexes with other biological molecules. Elucidation
of these suprastructural features lies at the heart of an understanding of
the structure:function relationship [126, 127]. Still, such features are diffi-
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cult to investigate using established methods for structural characterization.
One reason is that in order to get a comprehensive picture it is necessary
to examine the macromolecules under many different solution conditions,
which today is very demanding both in terms of time and sample consump-
tion. Here, we describe the development of a system, the so-called bioXtas,
combining microfluidics for high-throughput screening of a large solution pa-
rameter space while using minute amounts of rare biomacromolecules, and
small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) as the tool for elucidating suprastruc-
tural features and detecting experimental conditions defining borderlines
between suprastructural states (see Fig. (9.4) for a conceptual overview).
Such a system also has the potential to enable screening of, e.g., formula-
tion of bio-drugs and solubilization of membrane proteins. Thus, rational
navigation in the multidimensional experimental space in becomes possible
allowing pinpointing of structurally and functionally relevant areas of in-
vestigation, borders between various functional states, or structurally stable
experimental windows of potentially labile biological systems. Ultimately,
the bioXtas system enables time-resolved studies of biological processes,
using already established microfluidic techniques [128, 129] in combination
with our high-throughput screening.
Figure 9.4: Basic principle. A macromolecular biological system
of unknown structure (a) is analyzed in the µTAS (b). SAXS data
(c) is collected via X-ray exposure through the 200-800 nl analysis
chamber. The solution structure of the macromolecular system is
determined from the SAXS data (d), and automated data analysis
and instant feedback (e) defines the experimental setup (f) for the
following analysis.
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A microfluidic chip was designed that features an integrated X-ray trans-
parent sample channel (200 nl internal volume) and online mixing of liquids.
The device was fabricated in polystyrene using double-sided micromilling
and was sealed applying a plasma enhanced bonding method (see Ch. (7)).
The chip was fixed onto a holder that was provided with fluidic interconnec-
tions allowing easy access of liquid and a sealed connection even in vacuum,
as depicted in Fig. (9.5).
First successful protein measurements have been performed using a syn-
chrotron X-ray source (MaxLab, Lund, Sweden). Online change of the buffer
concentration determining structural changes of the protein have been con-
ducted. An example of a 3D view of a protein generated from the data
collected with the bioXtas chip can be seen in Fig. (9.6).
Figure 9.5: bioXtas chip fabricated by micromilling and
sealed with plasma-enhanced thermal bonding (left) and chip
placed aligned inside a holder for application inside a vacuum
chamber.
9.4 Conclusion
Both examples show the high impact miniaturization has on chemical and
biological analyses. The Berthie chip combines fluidic handling with optical
detection and allows rapid determination of ammonia concentration con-
suming only a fraction of the sample volume conventional analyses would
require.
The bioXtas chip provides a promising platform for the analysis of
protein structures. The novelty is that structural changes can be determined
in real-time under changing conditions. The first step is made and the
experimental procedure was proven.
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Figure 9.6: Structural view of a BSA proteine (Bovine Serum Al-
bumine). Left: illustration from literature, right: produced from
the data measured with the described bioXtas chip (courtesy of
Bente Vestergaard, DFU).
Chapter 10
Conclusion
In this work, various components and principles to establish integrated lab-
on-a-chip systems were developed and investigated.
In-plane detection cells with integrated waveguides could alleviate the
limitations with respect to sensitivity that were based on short optical path-
lengths and the relatively small amount of optical power coupled into the
fluidic channels. Geometrical shaping of the waveguide-channel interface in-
cluding tapers and lenses helped increase the amount of optical power that
was utilized for measurements. A simple analytical model was compared
to experimental data demonstrating the optimization of signal-to-noise ra-
tios as a function of the pathlength using different integrated collimator
and lens structures. Furthermore, two novel methods for fabrication of mi-
crofluidic systems with integrated optical waveguides were developed. Direct
micromilling enabled us to fabricate 100µm wide optical waveguides. Prop-
agation losses of less than 1 dB/cm could be achieved throughout the entire
visual range down to a wavelength of 400 nm. A casting process amenable
to high number production of such devices was furthermore investigated.
For fluidic handling, a novel, inexpensive polymer-based valve approach
was presented that allows the combination of a check valve’s rectifying prop-
erties with the possibility to actively control the flow rate in the forward
(open) direction. Experimental characterization showed good alignment
with a simple theoretical model. Moreover, two check valves together with
an actuator were combined to a micropump that showed promising potential
in first tests.
Beside that, a newly developed active valve approach showed high inte-
grational capabilities and enables to easily distribute liquid on the microscale
level. Although full characterization of the device could not be completed
during this project, preliminary results are promising.
For packaging of microfluidic devices, an interconnection that allows to
fluidically access channels via commonly used through holes as well as via
a side connector is presented. A theoretical model was developed that esti-
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mated the maximum sealing pressure of various connection types. Finally,
we showed that the sealing qualities of the tube connectors are superior to
those of other tested interconnection types.
Several polymer bonding methods were investigated and optimized. An
adhesive based bonding method was invented that allowed combining con-
ventionally structured polymer lids with cleanroom fabricated features. The
strength of thermal and plasma enhanced thermal bonds were furthermore
quantified depending on various parameters.
All developed components or functionalities can be produced using con-
ventional polymer fabrication methods and the individual functions can be
utilized to operate as discrete elements. Their compatibility, however, allows
to combine these elements individually and furthermore their integration
into a single device. Consequently, lab-on-a-chip systems can be economi-
cally produced that contain all necessary components to provide manifold
functions and analysis.
Chapter 11
A Vision for the Near Future
Even though several components were presented during this work that allow
easy integration and fabrication, the limited time did not allow to perform
the actual fabrication of an integrated device. However, the required ele-
ments and methods are available at the end of this thesis and, in fact, the
realization of an integrated µTAS has already been started while finishing
this report. Apart from the optimization of the individual components,
as described earlier in the corresponding chapters, thus the fabrication of
a monolithic platform is a challenge and great improvements compared to
hybrid devices are expected.
The development of the bioXtas application, as described in Ch. (9), will
be continued and the impact that the integration of the presented elements
have on the performance of the device will be demonstrated. The integration
of micropumps directly onto chip level will minimize the required sample
volume to a level that never before has been applied to small angle x-ray
analyses of proteins. The compliance of the system will be dramatically
reduced and consequently the response time of the system will be decreased.
This allows rapid change of conditions and real time analyses of protein
structures under these changing conditions.
The simplicity of the tunable check valve motivates to use the device to
continuously control and fine tune the flow-rates. However, further inves-
tigations are necessary to estimate if, for instance, the pulses generated by
the micropump can be eliminated using this approach.
The active microvalve based on the hydraulic principle will, after suc-
cessful adaption to the integrated platform, allow to control the distribution
of liquids inside a compact microfluidic device. Hence, the grade of au-
tomation is increased and a first step towards high throughput screening of
bio-chemical samples is made.
Optical waveguides will be used in the bioXtas application to detect
concentration changes or, in two phase liquid systems, to identify phase
changes and provide an active feedback to allow a closed loop control.
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Apart from demonstrating what integration offers for bio-chemical anal-
ysis, a second focus will be put on the optimization of the fabrication pro-
cesses. The presented methods were developed aiming at simple procedures
and compatibility. The proven casting of waveguides already gave a taste of
how mass production techniques can substitute a rapid prototyping method
used in research. In general, all micromilled structures can be produced
using casting, embossing or molding technologies. It is therefore reasonable,
in a next step, to employ these methods to prove the possibilities of high
integrated, economically produced lab-on-a-chip devices.
Furthermore, the developed elements can be used as discrete compo-
nents. Providing a sufficient packaging enables to establish individual parts,
not unlike those known from electronics. An expandable toolbox that al-
lows easy breadboard-like connection of the parts and building adaptable
circuits represents a flexible solution for the research field as well as for
certain industrial applications.
Appendix A
Apparatus and Materials
A.1 Passive microvalve
To obtain the detection limit of the flow measurements, the flow determined
by the pressure measurements was compared with a theoretical value. To
do this, a certain pressure was applied to the system. The flow was then
measured with the setup for a certain time. The volume that passed the
system was determined by measuring the column length of the liquid inside
a tube with a known inner diameter that was mounted behind the outlet.
The volume divided by the time gave an additional value for the flow-rate
that could be compared with the directly measured flow-rate.
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Figure A.1: Accuracy of flow measurements depends on the mea-
surement range.
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Appendix B
Micromilling of fluidic
devices
B.1 Introduction
In the course of this project, micromilling was established as a versatile
tool for structuring of microdevices at the Department of Micro and Nan-
otechnology, MIC. A lot of effort was put into setting up and modifying the
machine and optimizing the parameters to obtain the necessary precision
for microfabrication. Although a scientific investigation of the micromilling
process itself was not subject of this work, this section accounts for the
time that was invested to establish micromilling for rapid prototyping of
microfluidic devices.
Although a lot of MEMS devices require cleanroom facilities to fabri-
cate them, recently a trend towards alternative fabrication methods and
materials can be seen. Especially in the field of lab-on-a-chip systems the
demand for single-use devices requires economical production. In a lot of
cases the accuracy that can be obtained in the cleanroom is not necessary
for microfluidic devices. Many of these systems contain only passive ele-
ments such as single microchannels, reaction chambers or mixing meanders
and are far from being complicated devices. Using cleanroom processes to
fabricate channels in the 100µm range is exaggerated and not economical.
Furthermore, in research often multiple changes in the design of the pro-
totypes are necessary and design changes applied to photolithography are
time consuming processes.
Several groups showed the advantages that laser ablation has as a rapid
prototyping tool in the field of microtechnology. Micromilling represents
another technology that has the capability to realize prototypes and small
volume production, also in the research field. Even though it is a common
method for fabrication of embossing tools, it still is treated stepmotherly
and has the reputation to be too ”workshop-like”. Micromilling offers the
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capability of quick design changes, allows direct three-dimensional machin-
ing and represents an economic solution for many applications. With tools
available in the range of a few micrometers and drives that have an accu-
racy in the sub-micrometer range, it is possible to directly produce precise
prototypes for many applications. Apart from that, the material choice is
not limited to one material group but ranges from metals over polymers to
glass.
The aim of this work is not to dispute the potential of cleanroom work
or any other well established fabrication method, but to demonstrate an
interesting alternative for the microtechnology area.
With this section we would like to give an overview of the capabilities
micromilling can contribute to the field of micromachining in general and to
the field of lab-on-a-chip systems in particular. We will give a short intro-
duction into the used terminology and an overview over the available tech-
nology. Subsequently, we discuss the software that is necessary to control
the machines and finally we will show how to use a micro-milling machine
to obtain the desired structures.
B.2 The machine and the tools
B.2.1 The Machine
table(x-y-direction)
spindle
leadscrew
joystick
drivetool
collet
Figure B.1: Modified commercially available CNC milling machine.
Fig. (B.1) shows a photo of a micromilling machine with the related
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terms used in this project. The main parts are the x-y-table, the z-axis and
the spindle. The axes are usually driven by motors attached to leads crews.
In general, two types of motors are available, steppers and servos. Stepper
motors have the advantage that they can be easily controlled by a computer.
Servos, on the other hand, need additional encoders to obtain their angular
position. These encoders, however, can be used for feedback control of the
position to establish a closed loop and thereby increase the accuracy. The
high velocity servos offer is, in contrast to industrial applications, not of
great importance in micromachining due to the small path lengths.
Discussing micromilling, the first question is the accuracy that can be
reached, and, in the microtechnology field, what the minimum feature size
is that can be realized. The minimum width of a directly milled channel
depends, first and foremost, on the diameter of the used milling-tool. How-
ever, the fabrication of deep channels, for instance, is divided into multiple
steps, cutting a certain amount deeper with each step. A great repeatability
is therefore important to guarantee the same cutting contour for each step
and thereby the smallest possible channel width.
The minimum width of a free-standing ridge, on the other hand, depends
on the precision of the machine itself. Excentricity and vibration of the tool
have a great impact on the possible dimensions of thin structures.
The Leadscrew
To transform the rotational movement from the motors to a linear move-
ment of the x-, y- or z-axis, leadscrews are used. Standard models use metal
leadscrews in combination with a brass or polymer leadscrew nut. Although
lubricants can be used to minimize friction and wear, the use of this tech-
nique leads to increasing clearance. The clearance between the nut and the
leadscrew can be adjusted to a certain extent by fastening the nut, which
is, again, associated with higher abrasion.
All clearances in the drive mechanism lead to so-called backlash. The
backlash becomes important at direction changes of the leadscrews and leads
to geometry errors in the fabricated features. Especially curvatures are
difficult to reproduce smoothly with systems suffering from backlash.
Linear ball-screw units can prevent this phenomenon and offer long,
tolerance-free life time. However, the pitch of ball-screw units is larger in
comparison to the pitch of conventional leadscrews. This results in lower res-
olution per rotation. Another method to compensate the backlash are two
oppositely screwed nuts that induce a force against each other. The flanks
are tolerance-free on both sides of this counternut. However, increased fric-
tion and ,as a result, a higher abrasion are the disadvantage of this method.
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Fclearancea) b)
Figure B.2: a) due to wear a certain clearance can be found be-
tween the threads of the screw and nut. If the leadscrew changes
its direction, this clearance results in a backlash of the nut. b)
two nuts are screwed oppositely to each other onto the leadscrew
establishing a force between the nuts thereby compensating the
backlash using the counternut principle.
300µm
backslasheffects
Figure B.3: The consequences of backlash can be clearly seen cut-
ting round geometries: at the dead centers of the circular move-
ment, which coincides with the direction change of the x and y
axes, the milling tool cuts a straight instead of a curved contour.
The Spindle
Since the tool diameters are very small, high rotational velocities are nec-
essary to perform sufficient cutting speeds, which is where conventional
electro-motors reach their limit. Attached gears can increase the speed but
also add vibrational components that should be avoided to not destruct the
tools or the structures. High speed spindles were therefore developed, not
unlike those used by dentists to bother the patient with their characteristic
sounds. These spindles, which avoid the use of any additional gear, can
be divided into two major groups based on their drive principle. High fre-
quency spindles are driven by a high frequent current, while air turbines
use a pressured air flow. Both principles allow rotational speeds larger than
100000 rpm and are available with maintenance-free bearings. While usually
air turbines are usually more economical, high frequency spindles allow for
continuous variable speed and also torque control. The spindle’s concen-
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tricity defines the smoothness of the cut and is therefore not less important
than the precision of the linear stages. Further, a non-concentric spindle
axis increases the width of the tool path cut into a material and leads to
higher wear or even destruction of the tools. Therefore, also precisely ma-
chined collets and chucks are essential. Also, just small eccentricities lead,
at high rotational speeds, to oscillations that might destroy the tool.
Commonly, two mechanisms are used to fasten the tool in the spindle.
While the first approach uses coupling nuts, which have to be fastened with
appropriate wrenches, the second method allows to fasten the tool with a
central screw without the need of additional tools.
B.2.2 The Tools
Micromilling tools are available from various manufacturers down to diam-
eters below 5µm. Fig. (B.4) shows impressively the small available tool
dimensions. The tools differ in geometry, grade and coatings depending on
the applications and materials they can machine. While the most commonly
used tool geometries are end-mills that cut rectangular grooves, ball-end
mills result in hemispherical channels. The latter type is, for instance, also
used for 3D milling of round shapes. Apart from that, manifold variations
are available. For further information, we refer to the appropriate manufac-
turer catalogues.
For milling of polymers, a tool with a low number of teeth (for instance
2) should be used to allow easy removal of chips and heat.
300µm
Figure B.4: 50µm end-mill compared to the a human hair.
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B.2.3 The Parameters
Milling is a machining process that cuts material with geometrically defined
cutting edges.
s
vf
cuttingedge
fc
Figure B.5: Principle of the milling procedure: the rotating end-
mill moves relative to the workpiece with the feed-rate vf . The
cutting feed fc describes the amount of material one cutting edge
cuts away per rotation.
The main parameters that have to be set for the milling process are the
rotational velocity of the spindle n, called spindle-speed, the translational
velocity vf of the milling tool in x- and y-direction, called feed-rate, and
finally the plunge-rate that describes the velocity of the tool in z-direction.
To determine these parameters another value, the feed f, is introduced.
The feed per revolution is defined by:
f = fcc, (B.1)
with fc the feed per cutter and c the number of cutters per tool. The
values for fc are depending on the tool diameter, the tool material and the
substrate material and can be looked up in tables. However, the tables only
give an estimate and for optimum results these might have to be adapted to
the individual setup.
Another characteristic value is the cutting speed vc of the tool in certain
materials, which can also be found in tables. The relation between the
revolution velocity of the tool n and the cutting speed is defined as:
n =
vc
pid
, (B.2)
with d the diameter of the tool.
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material vc plunge ratio fc (% of
(x diameter) tool diameter)
low alloyed steel 40. . . 100 0.05. . . 0.1 0.3. . . 1
highly alloyed steel 30. . . 60 0.05. . . 0.1 0.3. . . 1
copper alloy (brass, etc.) 120. . . 160 0.04. . . 0.1 0.3. . . 1
aluminum alloy 140. . . 260 0.06. . . 0.12 0.5. . . 2
polymers 240. . . 260 0.1. . . 0.15 0.7. . . 3
Table B.1: Feed-rates for movements in the x-y plane. For plunge-
rates, however, vc has to be reduced by a factor between 50 and
90%, depending on the number of tooth and the materials
The feed rate vf of the tool can then be derived from:
vf = nf. (B.3)
Inserting B.1 and B.2 we can conclude:
vf = nf = cfc
vc
pid
. (B.4)
For ”macro” milling machines tables exist listing recommended values for
various materials, which, however, cannot directly be applied to the micro
world. Mainly due to temperature influences the parameter values have to
be decreased when working in the micro range.
The values listed in Tab. (B.2.3) are, in general, for guidance. Various
parameters influence the actual settings and optimization has to be con-
ducted individually. Considering, for instance, the listed cutting velocity vc,
small tool diameters require a high rotational speed. The possible spindle
speed therefore is a major limiting factor. Generated heat, on the other
hand, is another disadvantage of high rotational speed, which is discussed
further below.
B.3 The Software
To realize a structure from idea to the real device, a 3-step software process
is necessary. This means that three software levels are used to go from the
design to the machining process.
First, the desired geometry is drawn in a CAD (Computer Aided Design)
program. This geometry is then translated into a CAM (Computer Aided
Machining) software, in which the designated parameters are configured.
The CAM software generates a standardized code, the so called g-code, that
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has been developed to automatically control machines. The g-code is read by
a software that controls the machine. The controller software allows further
to manually control the machine and adapt the parameters manually that
were set in the CAM process. Further, modern controller softwares allow a
software-based backlash compensation. Although this is not a replacement
for a precise linear drive, in a certain range, this can be used for adjustment.
B.4 The Micromilling Procedure
The theory of micromilling is described elsewhere and is not covered in
this work. Rather some more unique techniques are discussed that further
facilitate the use of micromilling and address the fabrication of multilayer
microfluidic structures.
B.4.1 Fixing Substrates
Mounting thin substrates with small dimensions onto the x-y table consti-
tutes an ordinary problem during operation. Clamping jaws as commonly
used in conventional machining do not allow structuring of the entire sub-
strate surface. Furthermore, jaws tend to bend a substrate or even deform
it due to the large applied forces. Since in micromilling the occurring lateral
forces on the substrate that are generated by the cutting process are low due
to the small tools, a good alternative to jaws are vacuum chucks or double
sided adhesive tapes. Using the latter approach, however, a homogeneous
layer thickness has to be ensured to allow accurate milling in the x-y-plane.
B.4.2 Double Sided Structuring
Double sided structuring of substrates requires an alignment approach. In
the following, an attempt is describes that was often used during this work.
Onto the milling machine table, a support polymer plate was mounted.
Onto this plate, the substrate was fixed using removable double-sided tape.
After structuring the first side, two alignment holes (diameter 2mm) were
drilled through the substrate into the support plate before the substrate was
removed. Two dowel pins were then inserted into the holes of the support
and the substrate was mounted again upside down. It has to be noted
that the alignment holes have to be symmetric to the axis the substrate is
rotated around. During structuring of the second substrate side, the dowel
pins are removed again. This method allowed precise aligned double sided
structuring.
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B.4.3 Cooling
Similar to industrial milling, also in micromachining the substrates have to
be cooled during the milling process. The high rotational speed generates
heat that is applied locally and has to be transported away from the ma-
chining area. The used materials, e.g. polymers, often have a lower heat
conductance in comparison to metals so that the removal of thermal en-
ergy has to be supported. Apart from the adequate settings of the spindle
speed and feed-rate, the choice of a proper coolant is of major importance.
In industrial metal fabrication, often harsh chemicals are used that show
excellent cooling properties and prevent corrosion. Since for our cases the
substrate material often is a polymer, these chemicals should be omitted.
Instead, aqueous solutions with added soap showed good properties. The
result of an insufficiently cooled tool is depicted in Fig. (B.6).
10mm
Figure B.6: Polymer (polystyrene) melted during the milling pro-
cess due to insufficient cooling.
B.4.4 Material
In this project, in particular the following polymers were structured
using micromilling: polymethylmathacrylate (PMMA), polystyrene (PS),
polyvinylchloride (PVC), polycarbonate (PC) and teflon.
In general, it was observed, that the less ductile a polymer was, the
better was its machinability. Especially the generation of burr is less sig-
nificant for a brittle polymer than for soft plastics. The fact that a lot of
polymers contain softeners to increase impact resistance, i.e., by increasing
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their ductility, has thus to be considered. Another factor is the glass tran-
sition temperatures of the material. Polymers with low glass temperature
tended to melt during the milling process, which, in some cases, even could
not be avoided using proper cooling. In particular, PMMA and PS showed
good machinability, while PC and PVC showed unsatisfactory machinabili-
ties. Teflon generated burr, but was otherwise reasonably well structurable
by micromilling.
B.5 Conclusion
This section gave an overview of milling applied to the field of microtechnol-
ogy. During the work, it was shown that micromilling offers the capability
to structure substrates in the micrometer range. Optimizing the milling
parameters, precise geometries can be achieved and it is even possible to
rapidly prototype optical elements. This very flexible fabrication method
was further used to manufacture the majority of the devices designed in
this thesis and often first made it possible to investigate all the different
approaches.
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